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\ 
One does not meet oneself until one catches the reflection from an eye other 
than human. 
L. Eiseley 1970 




Bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound represent a unique opportunity for a relatively long-
term study of wild, known individuals near the southern extent of their worldwide range, and 
unaffected by incidental mortality. In order to gain a detailed picture of their society, I 
studied their association patterns with each other, their behaviour and their population 
parameters. 
Association data shows that their social structure is broadly similar to that of populations in 
tropical environments. The closest associations are primarily between those of the same sex. 
Male pairs and triplets form very stable relationships that may last several years. A core 
group of males exists, the members of which form highly associated pairs and triplets which 
interchange partners on a scale of months. In contrast, females are related to each other more 
loosely through a series of "chain" links. Associations between males and females depend 
partly on female reproductive condition, represented by the age of her calf, and partly on 
seasonal breeding cycles. There is evidence of allomaternal care-giving and of "learning by 
parenting" by female subadults. 
Group behaviour states were measured via scan sampling. Dolphins were found to long-dive 
(behaviour which probably represents feeding at depth) in the early morning and late 
afternoon and to rest for a defined period between 1000 h and 1400 h. Socialising was 
observed most often in summer, corresponding to a peak in breeding. 
Continuous focal animal follows, analysed via sequence analysis, were used to examine the 
relationships among objectively-defined behavioural events. Sequence analysis does not 
neatly categorise behavioural events into distinct behaviour states. This indicates that 
behavioural events, at least in Doubtful Sound, have several meanings depending on context. 
Continuous focal animal follows were used to describe behaviour of young-of-the-year 
calves. Calves play most in the mornings while their mothers feed, and are accompanied by 
other calves and female subadults during this time. They join their mothers to rest for several 
hours in the middle of the day. 
Average birth rate over the past seven years was 0.066 ± 0.039, approximately equalising 
average maximum mortality rate (0.079 ± SD 0.055). Calving is highly seasonal and was 
observed only during five months centred on summer. Average calving interval is three 
years (SD ± 1.15). Mortality rates of calves (approximately 20% mortality by year one, 
43.8% mortality by year three) are similar to those observed in other populations. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 1 
Chapter 1. Introduction 
Studying the behaviour of dolphins in the wild is notoriously difficult. So far, the majority of 
information has come from easily accessible populations, usually in coastal, tropical 
environments. These populations are subject to extensive human activity which disrupts both 
the dolphins and the research. The purpose of this thesis is to present behavioural data on the 
population of bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound, Fiordland, New Zealand; a relatively 
remote population in a cool temperate, fiord environment. 
1.1 Bottlenose Dolphins 
Bottlenose dolphins, Tursiops truncatus (Montagu, 1821), have a worldwide distribution in 
tropical and temperate waters (Figure 1.1; Klinowska 1991). There are generally considered 
to be two ecotypes: a smaller coastal form and a larger offshore form, although their 
. taxonomic status is currently being reviewed (Hersh and Duffield 1990, Ross and Cockcroft 
1990, Hoelzel et al. 1998). The coastal ecotype is the most extensively studied cetacean due 
to their accessibility and ease of training (Defran and Pryor 1980). As a result, a great deal is 
known about their biology, ecology and behaviour, especially in tropical environments 
(Leatherwood and Reeves 1983, Connor and Smolker 1985, Shane et al. 1986, Wells arid 
Scott 1990). 
Figure 1.1. Bottlenose dolphin distribution (shaded area). Small star indicates the location of 
Doubtful Sound bottlenose dolphins, close to the southern extent of their range. Figure 
adapted from Watson (1981). 
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Coastal bottlenose dolphins typically occupy permanent home ranges. The density of a 
population may determine the size of these ranges and also reflect the availability of 
resources within them (Shane et al. 1986). Dolphins may use different areas of their range in 
different seasons. Bottlenose dolphins on the west coast of Florida were more often found in 
deeper waters in winter - deeper passes, as opposed to shallow bays, and the open waters of 
the Gulf of Mexico (Wells et al. 1980). Schneider (1999) found that bottlenose dolphins in 
Doubtful Sound preferentially used the fiord's smaller arms in summer and more open areas 
in winter. Dolphins may also migrate seasonally out of the higher-latitude extents of their 
range (True 1890, Townsend 1914). However, most of the evidence for this is in the 
seasonal fluctuations of numbers within local area (Lear and Bryden 1980, Shane 1980, 
Wi.irsig and Wi.irsig 1979), rather than direct observation of identifiable dolphins. 
Group size within these populations usually ranges from two to 15 (Shane et al. 1986) but 
varies with environment. Offshore bottlenose dolphins are found in a greater variety of 
group sizes than their coastal counterparts and are seen in larger groups (Shane et al. 1986, 
Scott and Chivers 1990). The change in numbers by habitat is probably not affected by 
predation pressures, as dolphins seem to face equal or less predation in pelagic environments 
than in coastal environments (Scott and Chivers 1990). Instead, the distribution of bottlenose 
dolphins' prey is probably a major determining factor for their group size since prey 
distribution regulates foraging strategies (Scott and Chivers 1990, Wilson 1995). 
Social bonds among bottlenose dolphins can be long-lasting. Although group composition 
can change hourly or weekly, the overall make-up of groups and associations among 
individuals can generally be described by the age and sex of group members. The most 
detailed study of bottlenose dolphin social structure has been ongoing since .1970 in Sarasota 
Bay, on the west coast of Florida (Wells 1978, Wells et al. 1980, Irvine et al. 1981, Wells et 
al. 1983, Wells 1986, Wells et al. 1987, Wells and Scott 1990, Duffield and Wells 1991, 
Read et al. 1993). There, the social structure consists primarily of three groups: adult males, 
"nursery schools" of females and mothers with calves, and "bachelor" groups of subadult 
males (Wells et al. 1980). The smaller groups of adult males tend to move among the female 
groups, presumably mating with them (Wells et al. 1980, Wells 1986). Subadult males in 
"bachelor" groups rarely associate with adult males (Wells et al. 1980, Wells 1986). 
Females in Sarasota Bay often remain in their natal "nursery school" even after becoming 
sexually mature (around 11 years of age; range= 7-13 years). Males remain in "bachelor" 
groups until sexual maturity (10-15 years of age; Perrin and Reilly 1984, Mead and Potter 
1990). Calving interval averages about four years and females give birth year-round, with a 
slight peak in summer (Wilson 1995, Urian et al. 1996, Mann et al. 2000). Calves are 
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weaned at about 18 months but may remain with their mothers for up to eight years (Gawain 
1984, Wells and Scott 1990, Mann et al. 2000). This long association reflects the importance 
of socialisation and learning to bottlenose dolphins. Depending on the environment, 
bottlenose dolphins may live from 20 to more than 30 years (Perrin and Reilly 1984, Tyack 
1986). 
This long life span and high degree of socialisation make the behaviour of these animals 
particularly fascinating. Consequently, the behaviour of groups of bottlenose dolphins has 
been studied extensively (e.g. Saayman et al. 1973, Wiirsig and Wiirsig 1979, Shane 1990, 
Schneider 1999). Although some general trends may be seen, daily activity patterns of 
bottlenose dolphins throughout the world do not follow set routines. This is probably due 
both to variability in observation techniques and to the dolphins' flexibility in adapting to 
their environment. Dolphins generally feed in the early morning and late afternoon 
(Saayman et al. 1973, Shane 1990). Resting usually takes place in the late morning (Wiirsig 
and Wiirsig 1979) while evenings are primarily spent socialising (Saayman et al. 1973, 
Shane 1990, Schneider 1999). Travelling is the predominant activity in all populations 
studied (Saayman et al. 1973, Shane 1990, Schneider 1999). Play is a large component of 
calves' and juveniles' lives, both in captivity and in the wild (Tavolga 1966, Caldwell and 
Caldwell 1972, Mann and Smuts 1999). 
The behaviour of groups is relatively easy to study in the wild. Individuals, however, are 
much more difficult to track. Consequently, research on the behaviour of individual dolphins 
began on captive animals (McBride 1940, McBride and Hebb 1948, McBride and Kritzler 
1951, Tavolga and Essapian 1957, Essapian 1953, 1963, Tavolga 1966, Caldwell and 
Caldwell 1967). An hierarchical structure was shown to exist in captivity with the largest 
adult males dominant over all others and females forming a somewhat looser hierarchy 
based on size (McBride and Hebb 1948, Tavolga 1966). When researchers began to examine 
relationships among free-ranging dolphins, however, they found no evidence of hierarchies. 
A recent study seems to indicate that a matriarchal society with a central female or females 
may exist (Schneider 1999). In this case, males occupy a more peripheral location in the 
social structure and are connected to females in the centre by associations through mating 
(Schneider 1999). 
1.2 Doubtful Sound Bottlenose Dolphins 
The population of bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound presents an extraordinary research 
opportunity, contrasting in almost every respect with populations studied elsewhere. 
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The population has been studied since the summer of 1990-1991, first by J. Williams, 
(Williams et al. 1993), then K. Schneider (1999), myself and now D. Lusseau. Field work 
has been almost continuous, with only a break from mid-1997 to the beginning of 1999, so 
we have obtained useful long-term data. 
The population of approximately 66 individuals (Schneider 1999) is essentially closed (little 
to no detectable immigration or emigration), and leaves the fiord only occasionally for brief 
periods in winter (Schneider 1999). Their typical movement pattern, in large groups along 
the walls of the fiord (see Figure 3.1, Chapter 3) make them exceptionally easy to find and 
follow for extended periods. Due to the large amount of time spent with the dolphins from 
1990 to 1997 ( 402 days; Williams et al. 1993, Schneider 1999), they have become 
habituated to our research boat and accept our constant presence. Additionally, almost all 
individuals are individually recognisable by natural markings and are non-invasively 
identified with photo/video ID methods. Because the same dolphins can be found and 
followed daily, and because most are easily identifiable, mark-recapture population 
estimates are very precise (cv z 1.0%; Schneider 1999). Such precision is extremely unusual 
in population estimates of wild animals. 
The absence of gillnetting in the sound (Guardians of Fiordland's Fisheries 1999), combined 
with low levels of pollution (Linwood 1993), signify that the population is free from the 
usual anthropogenic impacts. Also, due to the isolation of Doubtful Sound, there is relatively 
little tourist and recreational boat traffic. 
The fiord environment is itself unusual for bottlenose dolphins, representing almost the 
southern extent of their worldwide range1 (see Figure 1.1), and the deepest site at which 
bottlenose dolphins have been studied intensively. The water temperature in Doubtful Sound 
ranges from 8 to l8°C (Gibbs, in press). Average depth is about 200m (max. = 434m; 
Robertson 1994). This is notable since most studies of bottlenose dolphins have been 
conducted in tropical latitudes in shallow, coastal warm-water environments (e.g. Odell 
1975, Connor and Smolker 1985, Ballance 1990, Wells and Scott 1990). 
Taken together, these conditions present a unique opportunity for a relatively long-term 
study of wild, known individuals near the limit of their worldwide range and unaffected by 
incidental mortality. As Schneider (1999) has done before me, I have taken advantage of 
these valuable conditions to study the behaviour and social structure of these dolphins in 
1 Bottlenose dolphins have been encountered south of Doubtful Sound almost to the Auckland Islands (50°30' 
S; L. Shaw, pers. comm.). 
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detail. A principal tool used to do this is identification of individuals by their natural 
markings. 
1.3 Identifying Individuals by Natural Markings 
As early as the 1930s, researchers realised the value of being able to recognise different 
individuals in their study populations (Lorenz 1937). Natural markings have become the 
"tagging" method of choice and have been used extensively to study animals as diverse as 
African elephants (Douglas-Hamilton 1973), lions (Schaller 1972), sea lions (Mcconkey 
1997), sharks (Myrberg and Gruber 1974), crayfish (MacDiarmid 1991), manatees (Beck 
and Reid 1998), as well as several species of cetaceans (see Wtirsig and Jefferson 1990). For 
dolphins, recognising individuals allows invaluable insights into their natural history, 
yielding information on home range, movements, respirations and dive cycles, interactions 
between individuals, reproductive rate, survival rate and population size (Wilrsig and 
Jefferson 1990). 
Bottlenose dolphins are identified primarily using marks on the dorsal fin. Scars on the fin 
and tattered notches in its trailing edge are the most useful features, but the shape of the fin, 
lesion colour, and shading of the fin and body can be used as identifiers as well (Figure 1.2; 
Wilrsig and Jefferson 1990, pers. obs.). Scarring and notches are mainly caused by tooth 
rakes inflicted by other dolphins (MacLeod 1998). Notches probably last for life but may be 
obscured by the addition of new tatters (Wilrsig and Jefferson 1990). Scars are much less 
permanent and may fade over months or years (Schneider 1999). 
Photographic identification with still cameras is the method used by most researchers to 
record and analyse natural markings. Recently, high-resolution video has been used instead 
and provides a more efficient way of recording identities within an entire group of dolphins 
(Schneider 1999). Digital video recording is used in this study to identify individuals and 
continually update the photo-ID catalogue. 
With these identification techniques, we can "zoom in" on one individual and examine its 
behaviour in detail. To do this, set techniques of behavioural observation and data collection 
have been developed. 
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scars 
differences in shape 
Figure 1.2. Examples of dorsal fin marks used to identify individuals. 
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lesions 
different shading of body and fins 
Figure 1.2. continued 
1.4 Behavioural Sampling and Recording Techniques 
Behavioural sampling is essentially done on one of two categories of subjects: a focal 
"animal" (a single individual or a group of interacting animals) or all animals present 
(Lehner 1992). Recording can be done in a variety of ways, the most common of which are 
ad libitum, time sampling and continuous sampling (Altmann 1974, Martin and Bateson 
1986, Lehner 1992, Mann 1999a). Sampling and recording techniques chosen are tailored to 
the question being asked and to the behaviour of the subject. 
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1986, Lehner 1992, Mann 1999a). Sampling and recording techniques chosen are tailored to 
the question being asked and to the behaviour of the subject. 
1.4.1 Sampling techniques 
The subject of focal sampling can be either a single individual (focal animal) or a small 
group of interacting animals (focal group; Altmann 1974, Lehner 1992). Focal animal 
sampling is used when the researcher is interested in the differences among individuals due 
to, for example, age, sex or social rank (Lehner 1992, Mann 1999a). Focal animal follows 
have been used extensively by primatologists for many years (e.g. Chalmers and Locke-
Haydon 1981, Symington 1988, Grieser 1992, Stevenson et al. 1998) but are still 
infrequently used for cetacean studies (Mann 1999a; exceptions are Samuels and Spradlin 
1995, Connor et al. 1996, Delfour and Aulagnier 1997, Mann and Smuts 1999; see Chapter 
4, Table 4.1). A key reason for this is the difficulty of quickly identifying the focal animal 
from other group members when it surfaces (Mann 1999a). Natural markings are particularly 
useful in this situation, as is a relatively small group size; both characteristics present in the 
Doubtful Sound population. A focal group is studied when there are too many behaviours 
occurring to accurately record which individual performed which behaviour (Mann 1999a). 
A focal group is also useful when the researcher is concerned with sequences of behavioural 
events, as it simplifies field recording and results in larger sample sizes than focal animal 
sampling (e.g. Slooten 1994, Schneider 1999). 
To answer broader questions about the population all animals are included. Sampling all 
animals present can describe temporal changes in social behaviour (Brager 1993), patterns of 
association (Wilson 1995; Whitehead 1995, 1997), and spatial proximity of individuals 
(Mann 1999a). The reliability of sampling all animals naturally depends on group size and 
cohesiveness of activities of the animals (Mann 1999a). Care must be taken to choose a 
recording technique that does not bias recording towards conspicuous behaviours. 
1.4.2 Recording Techniques 
Recording techniques attempt to compensate for biases such as conspicuous behaviours. 
Each technique has inherent advantages and disadvantages and is appropriate for examining 
different behaviours and different types of questions. Occasionally, the best strategy may be 
to use a combination of techniques. 
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Ad libitum is the least stringent recording technique, allowing the observer to record any 
behaviour that seems relevant (Altmann 1974, Martin and Bateson 1986, Mann 1999a). It is 
very useful for collecting preliminary data to refine sampling methods (e.g. Bearzi et al. 
1999) and for recording rare incidents such as a birth or predation event (Mann 1999a). It 
can also be used to determine the direction and degree of outcomes of interactions between 
pairs of individuals (Martin and Bateson 1986), as has been done to record the "winner" of 
aggressive encounters between baboons (Hausfater 1975, Hausfater et al. 1982, Samuels et 
al. 1987) and between bottlenose dolphins (Samuels and Gifford 1997). The chief limitation 
of ad libitum recording is that it is biased toward conspicuous behaviours (e.g. leaps, lobtails 
in cetaceans) and individuals (e.g. dolphins with heavily scarred dorsal fins) and is therefore 
inappropriate for analysis ofrates (Altmann 1974, Mann 1999a). 
Time sampling involves dividing the observation period into intervals (30s, for example). 
The two main categories of time sampling are one-zero and instantaneous, or point, sampling 
(Altmann 1974, Martin and Bateson 1986, Lehner 1992). At predefined time intervals the 
observer using one-zero sampling records whether or not a behaviour has occurred during 
the preceding sample interval (Altmann 1974, Martin and Bateson 1986). One-Zero 
sampling is generally not recommended because it gives neither frequency nor duration data 
(Lehner 1992, Mann 1999a). However, if the sample intervals are short enough to occur 
several times during a long-duration behaviour state, a reasonable estimate of duration can 
be obtained (Lehner 1992). This method also allows a large number of behaviours and 
animals to be sampled. Nevertheless, these benefits are usually not sufficient to make one-
zero sampling attractive to researchers. 
In instantaneous sampling the observer records whether or not the behaviour is occurring at 
that "instant" (Altmann 1974, Martin and Bateson 1986). Again, the sampling interval must 
be short compared with the behaviour being measured in order to obtain accurate estimates 
of duration. It is a useful method to measure time budgets or diurnal patterns of behaviour 
but has rarely been used for cetaceans (exceptions include Hanson and Defran 1993, Barre 
1994, Samuels and Spradlin 1995), possibly because the "instant" of sampling often occurs 
when the animal is underwater (Martin and Bateson 1986, Lehner 1992, Mann 1999a). 
Scan sampling is instantaneous sampling carried out consecutively on all animals in a group 
(Altmann 1974, Martin and Bateson 1986, Lehner 1992, Mann 1999a). The same advantages 
and disadvantages of instantaneous sampling exist for scan sampling. Scan sampling is 
useful to assess group size by the "chain rule" ( e.g. Smolker et al. 1992, Mann and Smuts 
1998, Acevedo-Gutierrez 1999), in which each animal is "scanned" consecutively and any 
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animal that is within a predetermined distance of any other animal is considered a member of 
the group. 
Continuous recording creates a complete record of the frequency and duration of all 
behaviours that occurred during the sampling period (Altmann 1974, Martin and Bateson 
1986, Lehner 1992, Mann 1999a). Because it makes such large time and attention demands it 
is only recommended for species in which animals are rapidly identifiable, live in small 
groups and, if water-dwelling, dive for short periods (Mann 1999a). Continuous recording is 
therefore ideally suited for well-marked bottlenose dolphins. Accurate records are made of 
rates and durations of behavioural events, as well as the actor and recipient involved 
(Altmann 1974, Martin and Bateson 1986, Lehner 1992, Mann 1999a). Continuous 
recording can be biased by discovery and loss bias. Recording is most likely to start when 
animals are performing conspicuous behaviours and will continue longer when the animal is 
performing behaviours that make it easy to see. Rigorous and consistent recording can 
become difficult if the animal is performing complex sequences of behaviour. Continuous 
recording has been used extensively in studies of primates (e.g. Altmann 1965, Silver et al. 
1998, Perez and Barro 1999) and has only recently been introduced to cetacean research 
(Ostman 1991, Slooten 1994, Samuels and Gifford 1997). 
A combination of focal animal sampling and continuous recording provides the most 
detailed record of the behaviour of individual animals. This recording technique is the most 
likely to give insights into sequences of behaviour events performed by one individual, or 
interactions between two individuals. Because it can be applied to animals of different age 
and sex, it is also the most useful approach for studies of the social behaviour of individuals. 
1.5 Justification and Aims 
The population of bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound is unique in its location, 
environment and low levels of anthropogenic impact. These facts alone are justification 
enough for research to compare their social and reproductive behaviour with that of other 
bottlenose dolphin populations. The study may also provide information important to 
conservation management authorities with respect to increasing tourism activity in Doubtful 
Sound (P. Taylor, pers. comm.). Doubtful Sound is becoming increasingly accessible and 
therefore more highly utilised. Behavioural and ecological data collected now, while human 
activity is still low, may facilitate future detection of impacts. 
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Williams et al. (1993) and Schneider (1999) have studied these dolphins formerly, providing 
valuable information on population size, dolphin size, movements within the fiord and 
behaviour of groups and individuals. My presence in Doubtful Sound preserves the 
continuity of knowledge about individuals in the population, extending our study to cover 
nine years. This is especially useful for quantifying long-term demographic parameters (see 
Chapters 5 and 6). 
Schneider (1999) conducted continuous sampling on focal groups in order to obtain a 
complete, objective record of the frequency and duration of all behavioural events within the 
sampling period. The obvious next step was to use continuous focal sampling on individuals 
to increase the level of detail. Few researchers have been able to do this type of sampling on 
dolphins in the wild (Mann 1999a). The Doubtful Sound population, unlike most others 
around the world, is very amenable to this type of study (see Chapter 4). 
My research covers several topics of bottlenose dolphin behaviour and biology. Some 
aspects expand work done by Schneider (1999) while others are entirely new. The following 
are covered in this thesis: 
1. Associations among individuals 
2. Behaviour of groups and individuals 
3. Birth demographics 
4. Preliminary birth and mortality rates 
The section on birth demographics is a paper submitted to the New Zealand Journal of 
Marine and Freshwater Research for publication. This paper was a result of a talk given in 
the Fiords Symposium at the 1999 New Zealand Marine Sciences Society conference in 
Wellington (1-3 October). It is co-authored with Karsten Schneider. 
The detailed level of analysis of behaviour and associations will allow a clear description of 
this population's social organisation. The continuation of the long-term data set allows us to 
track individuals throughout their lives, and provides valuable data on birth rates, mortality 
rates, and females' reproductive potential. With a detailed view of these dolphins' social 
organisation and demographic parameters, we can identify any adaptations that may 
distinguish them from their tropical counterparts. 
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2.1 Doubtful Sound 
Doubtful Sound (45°30' S, 167°00' E) is located on the southwest coast of the South Island 
of New Zealand. It is part of a system of 14 fiords in Fiordland National Park, the whole of 
which is included in Te Waahipounamu, the South-West New Zealand World Heritage Area 
(Figure 2.1; Mark 1998). 
Doubtful Sound has an area of 83.7 km2 and approximately 210 km of glacially-carved 
coastline with sheer walls plunging down to a maximum depth of 434 m (Robertson 1994). 
Since Fiordland lies to the west of the Southern Alps, it receives more than 6000 mm of 
orographic rainfall from southwest weather systems per year (Sansom 1984). This is one of 
the highest rainfalls in the world (Pickrill 1987, Grange 1990). This large amount of rain and 
run-off forms a "low-salinity-layer" on the surface of the fiord. The layer can vary from< 1 
m to 10 m depending on the amount of rainfall and strength of wind mixing (Gibbs, in 
press). After a rainfall this top water layer is a rich brown "tea" colour as it contains humic 
acids washed off the forest in the run-off. The low-salinity-layer varies greatly in salinity as 
well and can range from fresh to 35%0 seawater (Gibbs, in press). It is characterised by a 
mixing layer where it meets the saltwater beneath it (Gibbs, in press). 
The saltwater in Doubtful Sound is contiguous with the Tasman Sea. Temperatures are 
therefore tempered by this large water mass and only range from about 13 to l 7°C (Gibbs, in 
press). Since the low-salinity-layer is more subject to air temperature and sun effects, it 
shows greater fluctuations over the seasons, occasionally reaching a maximum of l 9°C in 
summer and often icing over in the upper arms in winter (Schneider 1999). 
2.2 Materials 
From 20 January to 19 November 1999, research was conducted from a 4.8 m aluminium-
hulled boat powered by a 45 HP 4-stroke engine. Daily surveys in Doubtful Sound were 
conducted as the weather allowed; surveys were not undertaken in heavy rain or sea state 
conditions of Beaufort 4 or greater. Researchers left Deep Cove (site of 
.... 













Figure 2.1. Location of Doubtful Sound in Fiordland National Park. Figure adapted from 
Stanton and Pickard (1981). 
.., 
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accommodation and boat mooring) at dawn and followed a standard survey path throughout 
the fiord until dolphins were found (Figure 2.2). Survey speed was approximately 15 knots, 
slowing to the speed of the dolphin group once they were encountered. All data were 
recorded into a Sanyo handheld dictaphone in the field and entered into a Macintosh Classic 
computer in the evening. 
Natural markings were used to identify individual dolphins. These marks were most often 
scars on the dorsal fin and nicks out of its trailing edge (see Chapter 1). In a few cases the 
shape of the fin could also be used to identify the dolphin, a characteristic particularly useful 
at greater observation distances. A Canon MV-1 digital video camera set at 1/500 shutter 
speed was used to get ID shots of both sides of the dorsal fin. The video camera had 500 
lines of horizontal resolution. Individual video frames of dorsal fins were "captured" using 
FusionRecorder 1.0.2 on a Macintosh G3 computer. These identification "photographs" were 
used in the photo-ID catalogue. Video footage of all dolphins' dorsal fins was taken at least 
once a month to identify subtle changes in the marking of the fins (Dufault and Whitehead 
1995). 
Williams et al. (1993) and Schneider (1999) created the base photo-ID catalogue from which 
I worked. Several dolphins have both ID numbers and names. Schneider (1999) used ID 
numbers in his analysis, while I have used individual names here, as they are easier to 
remember. In order to compare between studies, Table 2.1 lists both "identities" of dolphins. 










167°00' E 167°10'E 
Figure 2.2. Survey track followed daily through Doubtful Sound. Figure adapted from 
Schneider (1999). 
.., 
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Table 2.1. Dolphins present during Schneider's (1999) study and present study. Blanks in 
'Present Study' column indicate the same ID was used in both studies. 




















































C of Hook Fanboy 
C of Kringel Siren 
C of SNlOO G 
CofWave 2 scallops 
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2.3 "Behaviour" Around Dolphins 
When a group of dolphins was encountered (see Figure 3.1), they would be followed until 
lost, until the sea state became too rough for reliable observations (Beaufort 5 or above) or 
until the dolphins seemed "tired" of our company (multiple lobtails, "fart blows" or many 
changes of direction in a short amount of time; Schneider 1999). In the latter case I would 
either back away at least 200 m from them for an hour and then re-approach, or leave them 
and work with another group (Schneider 1999). 
When a subgroup (see below for definition) of dolphins was initially found I would approach 
to within 50 m to identify all individuals present. Dolphins were identified by sight and their 
identification recorded into the dictaphone. I chose not to video dolphins for daily 
identification for two reasons: 1) identifying them by sight is quicker and therefore leaves 
more time for behavioural observations and 2) I could identify all individuals in the 
population (see Chapter 3). 
After identifying the animals I would move away from the group to a maximum distance at 
which observations were still reliable; about 50-100 m. As the dolphins usually travel slowly 
along the walls of the fiord (see Figure 3.1), I could easily keep the research boat parallel 
with them, often at idle boat speed. Before speeding up significantly, the trim/tilt button on 
the motor was toggled quickly up and down to let the dolphins know of the imminent move 
(Schneider 1999). 
2.4 Field Protocol 
To examine the associations among dolphins, the individuals were categorised into groups 
and subgroups according to natural spatial and behavioural associations. A group was 
defined as all individuals acting as a unit within 1 km2 radius. A subgroup consisted of 
animals within the group that were more closely associated together than those in the group 
and were usually within an approximate 250 m radius. 
The composition of subgroups was recorded upon first encountering dolphins, and 
subsequently throughout the day whenever composition changed. 
Every half hour with the dolphins I recorded information about the subgroup as well as 
current environmental factors. These included: number of calves, behaviour state of the 
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subgroup, travel speed and direction (i.e. in or out of the arms of the fiord), Beaufort and 
wind direction, and wave height. These factors were recorded onto spreadsheets and entered 
into the computer in the evenings. 
2.5 Sexing of Dolphins 
Dolphins were sexed in three ways: 
1. observation of the sexually dimorphic difference in distance between genital and anal 
slits and the presence or absence of mammary slits, 
2. observation of an erect penis or 
3. assumed from constant association between an animal (presumed female) and a calf. 
2.6 Estimation of Age 
The exact ages of most individuals are unknown. Age classes can be estimated, however, 
from dolphin size and certain persistent associations. Three general age classes were 
recognised: 
1. Calves-about one-half adult size; constantly associated with their mothers; lines from 
fetal folds visible on body for up to eight months. When birth date is approximately 
known, calves are defined as animals < three years old. 
2. Subadults-larger than calves but smaller than adults; may or may not associate 
consistently with mother. When birth date is approximately known, subadults are defined 
as animals 2::: three years old. 
3. Adults-largest animals in the population (can reach about 320 cm (Schneider 1999)); 
after calving, females were definitively categorised as adults 
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Interactions among individuals form the basis of social structure. Interactions describe 
relationships among individuals which in turn describe the social structure of a population 
(Harcourt and Stewart 1983). A prerequisite of most interactions is spatial proximity 
(Smolker et al. 1992). Interactions, then, can be measured in the field as close physical 
associations among individuals. 
By measuring interactions we can answer several questions about relationships within the 
population. "Who" associates with "whom"? Are the strongest associations between animals 
of the same sex and same age? How long do relationships last? Are they influenced by 
breeding cycles? This type of descriptive data about relationships then describes the 
complexity of the overall social structure. Insight is gained into group feeding strategies 
(Lott 1984), matriarchal- or patriarchal-based societies (Moss and Poole 1983) and 
reproductive strategies (Struhsaker and Leland 1979). 
This approach has been used for many highly social animals to elucidate their complex and 
varying social systems. Such animals include giraffes (Giraffa camelopardalis; Le Pendu 
2000), Przewalski horses (Equus przewalskii; Rubenstein 1986), eastern grey kangaroos 
(Macro pus gig ante us; Jarman and Southwell 1986), several terrestrial carnivores ( e.g. foxes, 
jackals, lions and wolves; Macdonald 1983), most primates (Struhsaker and Leland 1979) 
and a few cetacean species ( e.g. spinner dolphins and sperm whales; Marten and Psarakos 
1999, Whitehead et al. 1991). 
Among cetaceans there is great variety in strength and duration of associations, and, 
consequently, in social structures. Strength of associations and group stability seem to 
increase with increasing body size (Brager 1999). Hector's dolphins have the most fluid 
associations studied so far (Slooten et al. 1993, Brager 1999), followed by spinner dolphins 
(Herzing 1997, Marten and Psarakos 1999), bottlenose dolphins (Wells et al. 1987), orcas 
(Heimlich-Boran 1986, Bigg et al. 1990) and sperm whales (Whitehead et al. 1991). 
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Hector's-, spinner- and bottlenose dolphins' social structures can be described as fission-
fusion societies (Struhsaker and Leland 1979). These societies are composed of distinct 
populations of animals within which a social network of subunits changes composition 
frequently (Wilson 1995). Hector's dolphins (Cephalorhynchus hectori), the smallest of all 
cetaceans, form many weak associations within a population (Slooten et al. 1993, Brager 
1999). In one study, only 1 % of possible pairs of associations were significantly different 
from random (Brager 1999). Spinner dolphins (Stenella longirostris) have been described as 
"socially fluid" animals with short-term, repeated affiliations (Marten and Psarakos 1999). 
Bottlenose dolphins change associates daily or hourly. However, males may have one or two 
close relationships that can last at least seven years (Smolker et al. 1992) and females 
associate preferentially with their female kin (Duffield and Wells 1991). 
Orcas (Orcinus area) and sperm whales (Physeter macrocephalus) have much more stable 
social systems. Orcas live in extremely stable matrilineal pods with up to four generations 
present in the same pod at one time (Bigg et al. 1990). Pod composition changes only as a 
result of birth or death. Sperm whales also have a matrilineal social structure in which 
related females form stable units that stay together for several years (Whitehead et al. 1991, 
Richard et al. 1996). 
Bottlenose dolphins, then, represent an approximate midpoint on the scale of social 
complexity of cetaceans. Even among bottlenose dolphin populations studied thus far around 
the world there is considerable variation in the strength of relationships reported (Wells et al. 
1987, Ballance 1990, Weller 1991, Smolker et al. 1992, Brager et al. 1994, Harzen 1995, 
Wilson 1995, Rossbach 1997, Schneider 1999). This could be due to actual differences 
among populations and/or to several problems that exist when comparing association data 
(see Rossbach 1997 for full discussion). 
The two most detailed studies of bottlenose dolphins in tropical waters have found the 
strength of associates and the social structure to be generally the same. Half-weight 
association indices in both locations are low ( < 0.40), but several associations between 
same-sex members are> 0.40 (Wells et al. 1987, Smolker et al. 1992). Relationships can 
change daily but general associations exist among individuals of similar age and sex (Wells 
et al. 1987, Smolker et al. 1992). Males and females associate primarily among themselves 
(Wells et al. 1987, Smolker et al. 1992). Associations among pairs of males are strong and 
long-lasting (Wells et al. 1987, Smolker et al. 1992). Females' relationships with other 
females are not as strong as those among males (Wells et al. 1987, Smolker et al. 1992). 
Females seem to form a network of relations rather than tight groupings as males do (Wells 
et al. 1987, Smolker et al. 1992). 
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Schneider ( 1999) found a very different social structure in the bottlenose dolphins of 
Doubtful Sound. He described a matrifocal society in which older females and mothers with 
young calves formed the focal point of social interactions. Males seem to occupy a 
peripheral location and may be connected to the central group of females only by mating 
interactions (Schneider 1999). Bottlenose dolphins are very flexible in adapting to their 
environment, as shown by their varied foraging techniques (Leatherwood 1975, Rossbach 
1997). Schneider (1999) suggests that perhaps the matrifocal social structure is an adaptation 
to the temperate, deep-water environment of Doubtful Sound. 
Studying associations allows description of the reproductive system in two of these 
locations. Dolphins in Sarasota Bay and Shark Bay appear to have a promiscous mating 
system. In Sarasota Bay, groups of males travel between groups of females and mate 
opportunistically with those that are in oestrus (Wells et al. 1987). In Shark Bay, alliances of 
male dolphins co-operate together to herd and mate with females (Connor et al. 1992a, 
1992b; Connor and Smolker 1996). The mating system in Doubtful Sound is not clear. 
This chapter explores the associations among individuals in Doubtful Sound in 1999. I 
attempt to answer three main questions: 
1. Is the population closed to immigration and emigration? 
2. Do males and females associate differently? 
3. Does social organisation change seasonally? 
The synthesis of answers will help explain the social and reproductive structure of this 
population of bottlenose dolphins. 
,' 
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3.2 METHODS 
3.2.1 Field Protocol 
A group is defined as all individuals acting as a unit within approximately 1 km2 radius 
(Schneider 1999). Groups were typically made up of subgroups of dolphins. Subgroups 
include all individuals engaged in the same behaviour, usually travelling in the same 
direction, located closer to each other than to other subgroups, and normally within an 
approximate 250 m2 radius (Figure 3 .1; subgroup definition here is different from that of 
Schneider (1999)). Associations were analysed on the subgroup level. The membership of 
subgroups was recorded upon first encountering dolphins and subsequently throughout the 
day whenever composition changed. Close familiarity with the dolphins meant that I could 
identify uniquely all members of the population. 
Subgroup size was calculated only from subgroups in which all individuals were identified. 





Figure 3.1. Typical travelling arrangement of dolphins. Groups and subgroups are defined 
further in text. Distances are indicative only. 
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3.2.2 Association Index 
The half-weight association index (HWI) was used to quantify the frequency of association 
among individuals. The HWI was chosen against other techniques for several reasons. It has 
been shown to be the least biased if pairs of animals are more likely to be seen when 
separate than when together (Cairns and Schwager 1987), as is the case in dolphin fission-
fusion societies. The HWI is also more representative if there is not an equal chance of 
sighting the same proportion of existing groups each day. This was true in Doubtful Sound 
because of varying weather conditions, and also because I did not try to find all dolphins in 
the population on each day. As is explained in Chapter 4, I was often more interested in 
staying with a particular individual ("focal animal") than locating all groups. Also, 
Schneider (1999) compared the half-weight and simple ratio association indices and found 
the HWI to be more smoothly distributed for the same data set. 
The equation to calculate the HWI is (Cairns and Schwager 1987): 
where 
X = number of times dolphins a and bare seen together, 
Ya = number of times dolphin a is seen without dolphin b, and 
Yb = number of times dolphin b is seen without dolphin a. 
Only dolphins seen throughout the entire study were used in the analysis. This stipulation 
removed only five dolphins from the data set (MN60, Thumper, Unk, Vau, and Vau's calf). 
Four of these dolphins were present at the beginning of the study but disappeared part-way 
through the year. One of them, Unk, was recognised for the first time on 7 May 1999. To 
examine the effects of calf age on associations of females, females that gave birth in the 
summer of 1999 were only included in the analysis after they had given birth (last birth date 
of the season was approximately 5 February). 
Subadults constantly associated with their mothers were also excluded from the analysis 
(calf of SN4 and calf of Stripes). Siren, the three year old "calf' of Kringel, and Fanboy, the 
four year old "calf' of Hook, were included in the analysis as examples of relationships 
between mothers and calves. This also allowed comparison with other highly associated 
individuals. 
.. . 
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In order to look in detail at the changing structure of the society over time, a restricted data 
set was used for part of the analyses and the sampling period divided into seasons. 







December - February 
March-May 
June - August 
September - November 
For subgroup analysis, only dolphins seen in at least 23% of subgroups (83 of 367 total 
subgroups) were used. This restricted analysis to 36 dolphins and allowed comparison with 
the seasonal analysis of Schneider ( 1999) on the same population. He also used only 
dolphins seen in at least 23% of groups (100 of 432 total groups) seen from July 1994 to July 
1997 (Schneider 1999). This resulted in him using 44 dolphins for seasonal analysis 
(Schneider 1999). 
3.2.3 Significance of Associations 
A Monte Carlo approach was used to calculate the significance of associations among 
individuals (Manly 1995, Bejder et al. 1998, Whitehead 1999a, 1999b). This technique 
.creates a distribution of p.-values based entirely on randomisation of the original data set. 
The individuals within subgroups are randomly permuted, keeping subgroup size and the 
number of times each individual was seen the same as in the original data (Smolker et 
al.1992, Whitehead 1999a). HWis are calculated for each possible pair of individuals after 
each random simulation of the data. The expected value for each pair of animals is the 
average of these HWis taken after 20,000 random permutations. The observed value is 
significantly different from the expected value at the p. ~ 0.05 level if it is within either 
0.025 tail of the randomised frequency distribution (Smolker et al. 1992, Whitehead 1999a). 
This method takes into account that individuals seen many times are likely to group together 
randomly (Smolker et al. 1992, Whitehead 1999a). Monte Carlo is the best technique for 
short studies such as this one in which all individuals are likely to be in the study area in 
each sampling period (Whitehead 1999a). SOCPROGl.2, a program written by Whitehead 
for MATLAB 5.1, was used to generate Monte Carlo simulations (Whitehead 1999a). 
... 
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3.2.4 "Pairs" 
It was evident in the field that several small groupings of individuals associated together 
regularly. To quantify these "pairs," I used a procedure described in Smolker et al. (1992). 
A "pair" is any two dolphins that were each other's highest-ranked partners based on half-
weight association coefficients. A third dolphin was added to the pair to form a "triplet" if it 
satisfied the following criteria: 
1. each of the pair members ranked as the third dolphin's highest associates, and the third 
dolphin had the second highest association coefficient for each of the pair members, and 
2. the mean of the third dolphin's two association coefficients with the pair members fell 
within 0.20 points of the association coefficient between the original pair. 
I added one additional stipulation: 
3. Associations among all dolphins in a "pair" or "triplet" must be significant as defined by 
the Monte Carlo method. 
3.2.5 Visualisation of Data 
Two graphing techniques were used to display the association data: non-metric 
multidimensional scaling (MDS) and maximum spanning trees (MSTs; Morgan et al. 1976). 
These diagrams were then overlaid with "sausage shapes" to show groupings of animals that 
were more closely associated (Morgan et al. 1976). 
3.2.5.1 Multidimensional Scaling 
MDS attempts to arrange all points (or individuals) on a 2-dimensional plane as near as 
possible to their actual associations with one another (Morgan et al. 1976). A measure of 
how well this has been achieved is given by the "stress" of a diagram. Kruskal (1964) 
suggests that a stress of 20% is poor, 10% is fair, etc. However, even with a high stress 
value, MDS is useful as a general representation of the relationships among animals. 
3.2.5.2 Maximum Spanning Trees 
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To display results by a different method, maximum spanning trees (MSTs) were drawn by 
hand. MSTs are an arrangement of points, or individuals, connected by lines such that 
(Morgan et al. 1976): 
1. no closed loops occur, 
2. each point is visited by at least one line and 
3. all points are connected. 
The "length" of a line joining individuals is the value of the HWI connecting them (Morgan 
et al. 1976). Lines are arranged so that the sum of all "lengths" of the MST is greater than or 
equal to that of any other tree drawn through those points (Morgan et al. 1976). 
3.2.5.3 "Sausage-shapes" 
"Sausage-shapes," also called B(2) clusters (Morgan et al. 1976), provide the means with 
which to visualise this greater detail. On MDS plots and MSTs, "sausage-shapes" are drawn 
around individuals connected by similar levels of association (Morgan et al. 1976). If an 
individual is connected to at least two others with the same level of similarity, a cluster can 
be drawn to include all three (or more) animals (Morgan et al. 1976). 
3.2.6 Long-term Associations 
To examine the stability of associations within the population, I calculated a lagged 
association rate (Whitehead 1995). The lagged association rate calculates the probability of 
current associations lasting for a given amount of time beyond the present (e.g. 104 days; 
Whitehead 1995) and so indicates the general stability of the population. Precision is 
estimated by jackknifing (Sokal and Rohlf 1981). This technique runs the analysis several 
times and omits one or more sampling periods (subgroups, in this case) each time 
(Whitehead 1999a). 
A subsequent calculation of an intermediate association rate elucidates the social structure 
further. An intermediate association rate is similar to a lagged association rate except that 
only time periods between the first and last recorded association of each dyad are considered 
(Whitehead 1995). SOCPROGl.2 (Whitehead 1999a) was used to calculate both lagged and 
intermediate association rates. 
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3.3 RESULTS 
3.3.1 Field Effort 
From January to November 1999 107 days were spent in the field. Effort was concentrated 
in the summer and autumn months of January to April, with 57% (61 d) of field days within 
this time period (Figure 3.2). A total of 759 h were spent on the water, 70% (533 h) of which 
were with the dolphins. Dolphins were not found on five days, most likely due to poor 
sighting conditions ( on all of these days, less than 3 h were spent on the water due to bad 
weather conditions). 
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Figure 3.2. Time spent on the water in 1999. 
A total of 65 adult and subadult dolphins were identified (Figure 3.3). Sixty-four dolphins 
were identified by 6 February and one additional subadult (Unk) was identified on 7 May 
(Figure 3.3). The stability of the discovery curve after four months suggests that all 
identifiable animals had been identified. After this time I never encountered an individual I 
did not know. This strongly suggests that all animals in the population were identified . 
.... 
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Figure 3.3. Cumulative number of dolphins identified on each field day. Calves are 
excluded. 
Almost all dolphins were seen each month of the study (Table 3.1). The calf of Vau was 
found dead on 25 February. V au was only seen once after her calf s death and is classified as 
"lost" (a dolphin presumed dead but not confirmed as such; see Chapter 6). Two other 
dolphins were seen only during the beginning of the study (MN60 and Thumper; Table 3.1) 
and are also classified as "lost". Not all individuals were sighted in June and July, months 
with relatively low field effort (Table 3.1). Individual dolphins were sighted on a maximum 
of 62 days (Figure 3.4). Those seen on only 1 day up to 23 days (five dolphins) were 
excluded from the analysis because they were not present throughout the entire sampling 
period (see Methods). 
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Table 3.1. Dolphins sighted in each month of field work. Field effort in days is given below 
each month. "A" is adult, "S" is subadult. See text for definitions of "new" and "older" 
calves. ID followed by "+ c" is a mother with calf; * is a subadult still constantly associated 
with its mother. A known death is indicated by ( ) and "losses" by ( ?; see Chapter 6). 
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov 
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hook F A 
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jonah M A 
k~t M A 
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mamartoq M A 
mn60 U A 
mn83 F A 
mnl05 U A 
mus U A 
number 1 U A 
oscar F S 
patch back M A 
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Figure 3.4. Sighting frequencies of individuals. 
3.3.2 Population Parameters 
30 
Half of the adult and subadult animals in Doubtful Sound are known to be females (Figure 
3.5). Only 28% are positively identified as males, and a final 18% are of unknown sex 
(Figure 3.5). The majority of the population are adults (67%) with only a few subadults 
(17%; Figure 3.6). Nine calves were born in the summer of 1998-1999, more than tripling 
the number of calves (animals< three years old) in the population. This brought the number 
of calves to twelve, 16% of the population (Figure 3.6). 












Figure 3.6. Approximate ages of dolphins in Doubtful Sound population (n = 77). 
Average subgroup size, not including calves, was 13.9 (SE= 0.53, n = 370), with a range of 
two to 55 animals (Figure 3.7). Subgroups with calves were significantly larger than 
subgroups without calves (calves not included in size counts; Mann-Whitney U-test, p. = 
0.0001). 
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Figure 3.7. Observed subgroup sizes (n = 370). Calculated from subgroups in which all 
individuals were identified. 
3.3.3 Associations Among Individuals 
The majority of HWis calculated for each possible dyad of animals range between 0.2 and 
0.5 (Figure 3.8). Half-weight association indices between animals of the same sex are 
similarly distributed (Figure 3.9). There are slightly more male-male associations with HWI 
>0.4. 
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Figure 3.8. Histogram of half-weight association indices for all possible dyads of 
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Figure 3.9. Histogram of half-weight association indices for male-male (n = 307) and 
female-female (n = 716) associations. Sample size is given above each bar. 
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A slight difference between male-male versus female-female relationships is also apparent 
when considering only the association index of each animal's closest companion (maximum 
associations). The majority of maximum HWis between females are~ 0.6 (Figure 3.10). The 
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Figure 3.10. Histogram of maximum half-weight association indices (per individual) for 
male-male (n = 18) and female-female (n = 30) associations. Sample size is given above 
each bar. 
MDS over the entire sampling period illustrates several interesting features of the social 
structure (Figure 3.11). What is immediately obvious is the "group" of five males and one 
dolphin of unknown sex (DN21, Feather, Gallatin, SN90, Upbang, Web) associated together 
at a minimum HWI of 0.6. Within the cluster formed at the ~ 0.5 level are primarily males, 
females without calves, females with "older" calves (> 1 year old) or subadults. No mothers 
with "new" calves ( < 1 year old) are included in this cluster. The majority of animals not 
included in the cluster are females. 
The MST over the entire sampling period shows a marked separation of males and females 
(Figure 3.12). Males are more closely associated together than females (Figure 3.12). 
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This difference in association among the sexes is also apparent when looking at associations 
among males versus among females (Figure 3. l 3a-b ). Several small clusters (> two animals) 
exist among males yet there are no such clusters of females (Figure 3 .13b). Five pairs are of 
special note, however. Three of them consist of a subadult with a mother and her new calf 
(Ellie-BZ + C, Oscar-Five + C and Finn-Stripes + C). The other two consist of an adult 
female with a mother and her new calf (SN89-DN16 + C and CCL-TR88 + C). 
Eighteen pairs exist (Table 3.2). Nine of these are between known females and four are 
between known males. Two pairs consist of a subadult female together with a mother and 
her new calf (Ellie-BZ + C and Oscar-Five + C; Table 3.2). Three triplets were formed 
(Table 3.2). Only males and dolphins of unknown sex were found in triplets. 
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Figure 3.11. Associations among all dolphins over entire year of observation (n = 370 subgroups). Females are red, males are blue 
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Figure 3.12. MST of all dolphins over entire year of observation (n = 370 subgroups). 
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Figure 3.13a. Associations among females over entire year. 
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Table 3.2. Pairs and triplets of dolphins for each season and the entire year of observation. HWis are given after each grouping. For 
triplets, HWI is an average of the three indices among dolphins. Mother-calf pairs are marked with (*), known male-female pairs/triplets 
with(+). 
Summer Autumn Winter SDrin2 1999-Entire Year 
Male sn90, upbang, feather .68 sn90, upbang .89 . sn90, upbang .80 sn90, upbang .82 
"pairs" knit, dn63 .63 knit, dn63 .92 knit, dn63 .82 
pl, sn96 .56 
jet, quasi .55 jet, quasi .53 
upbang, knit .81 
haecksel, jonah .62 
haecksel, topless .91 
knit, beescratch .86 
Female hook, fanboy* .97 hook, fanboy* .97 hook, fanboy* .84 hook, fanboy* .96 
"pairs" kringel, siren* .84 kringel, siren* .98 kringel, siren* .94 kringel, siren* .94 
double-u, sn9 .64 
ellie, bz +c .63 
eel, grin .60 
sn4 +c, scabs +c .69 sn4 +c, scabs +c .58 
five +c, whtp +c .73 five +c, oscar, whtp +c .70 five +c, oscar .65 oscar, five +c .55 
tr88 +c, schmuddel .68 schmuddel, tr88 +c .53 
sn89, dn 16 +c .50 
tr88 +c, eel .66 
double-u, eel .75 
tr88 +c, scabs +c .73 
Mixed- or finn, 2x2, oscar .60 finn, 2x2 .72 finn, 2x2 .81 finn, 2x2 .79 finn, 2x2 .74 
unknown- web, gallatin .53 web, gallatin .80 web, dn21, gallatin .69 
sex "pairs" num l, w-notch .58 num 1, mus, w-notch .68 
patchback, stripes +c+ .57 
eel, topless .56 
double-u, beak+ .61 
feather, gallatin .81 
haecksel, topless .68 
num I, mamartoq .78 
kringel, siren, jonah';'+ 1.0 : 
hook, fanboy, gallatin*+ .94 
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3.3.4 Seasonal Analysis 
There were a similar number of pairs in each season (8-11 pairs; Table 3.2). There were also 
similar numbers of male-male and female-female pairs (Table 3.2). Very few (3 of 12) of the 
pairs and triplets of "mixed- or unknown-sex 'pairs'" were between mixed sexes; most 
included an animal of unknown sex (Table 3.2). In most cases (61 %) a dolphin's closest 
associate was of the same sex. Two male-male pairs associated consistently over most of the 
year, but most pairs interchanged members. Male pairs were stable in summer and autumn 
but partners interchanged in winter and spring (Table 3.2). 
The social structure in summer 1999 was very loose, showing the highest-level associations 
between mothers and their 3-4 year-old "calves" and all other associations relatively much 
weaker (Figure 3.14a). The cluster at the ;?: 0.5 HWI level is similar to that found in the 
analysis of all associations combined over the year (Figure 3.11). The cluster consists of 
mostly males, two adult females without calves, three mothers with older calves, and two 
subadults (Figure 3. l 4a). Again, all new mothers are outside this cluster. 
In autumn, the structure is tighter, illustrated by the fact that all dolphins are included at the 
2::: 0.5 level (Figure 3.14b). Again a cluster exists, composed of most of the same dolphins as 
in summer. In this season they are associated more closely, all;?: 0.6 HWI. Another small 
cluster is composed of a female subadult and two new mothers (Oscar-Five+ C-Whitetip + 
C; Figure 3.14b). 
In winter, associations tighten even more and separate clusters form (Figure 3.13c). The 
main cluster consists almost entirely of males and dolphins of unknown sex ( except for one 
subadult female, 2 scallops; Figure 3.14c). The core group of eight animals is connected by 
HWis of at least 0.7 (Figure 3.14c). Two additional smaller clusters exist on the;?: 0.5 level 
(Figure 3.14c). Both are almost entirely composed of females (except for two males in one 
cluster, Jonah and Haecksel; Figure 3.14c). 
The core cluster of highly associated males still exists in spring, but its composition has 
changed slightly (Figure 3.14d). Two males have been added (Topless and Haecksel) while 
four have moved farther "outside". The cluster on the;?: 0.6 level now includes many more 
females (six males, 11 females, three unknowns and five subadults). There are two 
interesting triplets apparent even on the MDS plot. Both of these clusters are composed of a 
mother, her 3-4 year-old calf and an additional adult animal (Figure 3.14d). One of these 
dolphins (Jonah) is known to be male while the other (Gallatin) is of unknown sex. 
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MSTs for each season (Figures 3.15a-d) support observations from MDS plots. Males are 
more closely associated than females. The strongest associations are again among animals of 
the same sex. Males and females are mixed together only in summer, as the MDS plot 
showed (Figures 3.14a). The closest associations are again found in winter, among males 
and dolphins of unknown sex (Figure 3.15c). In all seasons but summer (Figure 3.15a), 
males and dolphins of unknown sex were clustered together towards the middle while 
females all occupied the tips of the "trees" (Figures 3.15b-d). 
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Figure 3.14d. Associations among dolphins in spring, 1999 (n = 74 subgroups). 
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Figure 3.15a. MST for dolphins in summer, 1999 (n = 123 subgroups). 
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Figure 3.15b. MST for dolphins in autumn, 1999 (n = 102 subgroups). 
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Figure 3.15c. MST for dolphins in winter, 1999 (n = 71 subgroups). 
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Figure 3.15d. MST for dolphins in spring, 1999 (n = 74 subgroups). 
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3.3.5 Long-term Associations 
The plots of lagged- and intermediate- association rates are similar and remain steady for 
approximately 104 days, or about 27 years (Figures 16-17). This indicates that relationships 
among individuals are stable over time and may remain so throughout the animals' lives 
(Whitehead 1995). The slight drop in the curve after several years is due to estimates of 
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Figure 3.16. Lagged association rate curve. Error bars are± 1 standard error, calculated 
from jackknifing on each sampling period (each subgroup). 
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Figure 3 .17. Intermediate association rate curve. There is insufficient data to produce error 
bars by jackknifing. 
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3.4 DISCUSSION 
3.4.1 Is the population closed to immigration and emigration? 
The population of bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound appears to be resident year-round. 
All individuals are identifiable and sighted regularly. This situation is unique to dolphin 
studies worldwide. 
Population size has remained remarkably steady at least over the past six years. From 
summer 1994 to winter 1997 Schneider (1999) found the population to consist of between 66 
and 67 animals (rounded 95% log-normal CI=± 1; see Chapter 5 for methods). 
Schneider ( 1999) observed 35 "transient" dolphins over his three years of study whereas I 
observed none. Field effort per month was not the cause of this discrepancy, as we both 
spent similar numbers of days in the field in each month (see Chapter 5, Table 5.1). Several 
dolphins considered transients in his study were residents in 1999 (Mamartoq, Mus, Number 
1, TR120). It is possible they immigrated from other fiords (Brager and Schneider 1998). 
However, none of them have notches in their fins and all have very few scars, making them 
potentially easy to miss. These animals may have been resident in former years but were 
overlooked in surveys. The fact that the population size found in 1999 (65 animals) is so 
similar to Schneider's ( 1999) estimates strongly argues against immigration and in favour of 
these dolphins recently becoming identifiable. Evidence therefore seems to indicate that the 
population is effectively closed; immigration and emigration rates are so low that population 
dynamics are driven almost entirely by birth and death rates. 
3.4.2 Do males and females associate differently? 
3.4.2.1 Associations Among Males 
The closest associations are primarily among dolphins of the same sex. This is also true in 
Sarasota Bay (Smolker et al. 1992), Shark Bay (Wells et al. 1987) and offshore of the 
Bahamas (Rossbach 1997). Because Doubtful Sound has relatively narrow arms, and the 
dolphins usually travel along the edges of the fiord walls, groups frequently come in contact 
and interchange members. Groups, therefore, consist of both males and females. However, 
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associations in subgroups, as analysed here, reflect the general separation of males and 
females observed in other bottlenose dolphin populations. 
In general, males are more closely associated than are females. I believe the number of male-
male pairs is greater than is evident because several of the individuals of unknown sex are 
suspected to be males (Gallatin, Mus, MN105, Number 1, Patchback, Topless). Except for 
mother-calf pairs, male-male pairs are the most closely associated within the population. 
A core "group" of eleven strongly associated individuals exists in Doubtful Sound. Eight of 
these are males (Beescratch, DN63, Feather, Knit, Mamartoq, SN90, Upbang) and the 
remaining three are suspected to be males (Gallatin, Mus, Number 1). Throughout the year 
animals within this core interchange closest associates. These animals were members of the 
2 0.5 HWI cluster in 1995 and 1997 as well (Schneider 1999). Then, too, they formed 
similar dyads among themselves (Schneider 1999, Figure 8.7a-c, pages 173-175). This 
shows that these relationships are long-term, lasting at least five years to November 1999. 
Nothing is known of the genetic relatedness of individuals in Doubtful Sound. If pairs of 
males are related and if these pairs work together while mating, their reproductive potential 
could be greatly increased by their association (Wells et al. 1987, Mead and Potter 1990). 
3.4.2.2 Associations Among Females 
Females most often associate with other females but not to the same extent as do males with 
other males. Females tend to be associated together via single association "chain" links 
rather than in clusters. In this manner, Dolphin A will not directly associate with Dolphin C 
but will be joined in a "chain" linkage because Dolphin B associates with both Dolphins A 
and C. It is possible the loose associations among females observed in Doubtful Sound are 
artefactual because of the high number of females with calves. Since mothers must devote a 
large amount of time to their calves, it could be argued that they have little time for 
relationships with others. Alternately, it may be an actual characteristic of the social 
organisation. The same difference between male versus female· associations exists in 
Sarasota Bay and Shark Bay (Wells et al. 1987, Smolker et al. 1992). Wilson (1995) also 
found that female bottlenose dolphins in Moray Firth, Scotland, were loosely associated 
together as compared to males. 
In two cases a female without a calf (SN89 and CCL) is the closest associate of a mother 
with a young calf (DN16 + C and TR88 + C, respectively). One of them (CCL), has 
associated consistently with females and mothers of young calves since 1995 (Schneider 
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1999). These females may give allomaternal care to the young calves (Mann and Smuts 
1998). Their reproductive potential could be increased if they are related. 
The position of females in the social structure tends to be based on the age of their calves. 
Generally, mothers with "new" ( < 1 year old) calves do not associate with males, while 
mothers with older (> 1 year old) calves do. Mothers with older calves and females without 
calves tended to associate with the core "group" of males. Females are "attractive" to a male 
2-2.5 years after giving birth (Connor et al. 1996). Males most likely preferentially associate 
with mothers with older calves because they are or will soon be sexually receptive. 
Subadults that do not consistently associate with their mothers most often associate with 
other subadults and with mothers with young calves. In two cases a female subadult' s (Ellie 
and Oscar) closest associate was a mother with a new calf. It is possible that these subadult 
females associate with other calves in order to "learn to parent" (Fairbanks 1993, Mann and 
Smuts 1998). Three subadult females (2 scallops, Ellie and Siren) were found in pairs with 
mothers and their new calves, supporting this theory. 
Males and females do associate differently among themselves. Females associate differently 
with males depending on their reproductive state. Females without calves may give 
allomaternal care to young calves of other females. Subadult females preferentially associate 
with other subadults and with mothers and their young calves. 
3.4.3 Does social organisation change seasonally? 
Seasonal differences in association patterns were apparent and most likely related to 
breeding cycles. During winter the sexes were markedly separate. There was a high degree 
of mixing of males and females in the society in spring and summer, during the mating 
season. Male-Female pairs were only observed in this time. Wells et al. (1987) also found 
that associations between males and females were most frequent during the mating season. 
Two very highly-associated triplets (HWI = 0.94 and 1.0) existed in spring, both between a 
mother and her 3-4 year-old calf and a male or suspected male. This intense association is 
most likely courting by the male, as both females' calves were old enough to become 
independent and therefore the female was probably receptive again. Connor et al. (1996) 
found that the duration of the "attractive period" of females increases during breeding 
months. Tavolga and Essapian (1957) observed that male-female associations in captivity 
can last for days or weeks during the breeding season, whereas they only last for hours or 
minutes outside the breeding season. 
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Bottlenose dolphins are thought to have a promiscuous mating system (Connor et al. 1996). 
The high association of a male with a female over an extended period of time does not seem 
to support this theory. Female bottlenose dolphins are thought to be spontaneous- rather than 
induced- ovulators (Kirby and Ridgway 1984, Schroeder 1990). As females in Doubtful 
Sound give birth only during the summer months it is suspected that they are receptive only 
during this time. Therefore if a male can monopolise access to a female over this entire time 
he has a high chance of reproductive success (but see Cords 1987 for a different view). 
However, whether this strategy is the most successful in the long run is debatable, if the rest 
of the males in the population practice a promiscuous mating system. 
3.4.4 Summary 
The population size in Doubtful Sound has remained steady for the past six years. The 
population seems to be effectively closed to immigration and emigration. 
The social structure in Doubtful Sound has many similarities to populations in Sarasota Bay 
and Shark Bay. The closest associations between individuals are mainly between those of the 
same sex (Wells et al. 1987, Smolker et al. 1992). Male pairs or triplets may last several 
years and are the most closely associated relationships than all but mother-calf pairs (Wells 
et al. 1987, Smolker et al. 1992). Females are most often seen with other females, but not to 
the same extent that males are seen with other males (Wells et al. 1987, Smolker et al. 
1992). The structure of female relationships seems to be more of a network of associations 
than the clustering of males (Wells et al. 1987, Smolker et al. 1992). Associations between 
males and females depend partly on female reproductive condition (Wells et al. 1987, 
Smolker et al. 1992), represented by the age of the female's calf, and partly on the mating 
season. Females without calves may give allomaternal care to young-of-the-year calves 
(Mann and Smuts 1998). Subadults most often associate with other subadults or females 
with young calves (Wells et al. 1987). Female subadults may gain "mothering" experience 
through these relationships (Mann and Smuts 1998). 
There are also a few differences between the Doubtful Sound population and others. 
1. Dolphin groups are not separated by sex to the extent that they are in Sarasota Bay or 
Shark Bay, probably because of the shape and smaller relative size of Doubtful Sound. 
Groups often come in contact and change members by merging or splitting apart. 
Because of this, subadults are often found with both adult males and females. In 
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Sarasota Bay subadult males are never found with adult males and indeed form their 
own "bachelor" groups (Wells et al. 1987). 
2. A core "group" of males seems to exist in Doubtful Sound. The members of this core 
form highly associated pairs and triplets with each other but interchange partners among 
the core on a scale of months. Interchanging of partners in pairs has not been observed 
before. 
3. Two occurrences of very highly associated male-female pairs were observed in the 
spring in Doubtful Sound. This may represent courting by the male over a period of 
months. If so, the relationship seems to contradict the assumptions of a promiscuous 
mating system. This close association between a male and a female dolphin has not been 
observed elsewhere in the wild. 
3.4.5 Influence of Sampling Method 
The social structure shown above differs markedly from that found by Schneider ( 1999) in 
the same population from 1994 to 1997. He described a matrifocal society in which older 
females and mothers with young calves were central socially (Schneider 1999). Males and 
females were found associated together much more often than in 1999. 
It is possible that the basic social organisation of these animals changes over the years. 
Perhaps the population was in flux in 1999, while the females sorted out which would take 
over the central position(s). Perhaps the high number of calves present in 1999 disrupted the 
"normal" pattern of associations. Perhaps we are being too closed-minded when we assume 
that such intelligent and social animals as dolphins live in only one type of social system 
their whole lives. 
Alternately, differing methods of sampling (Rossbach 1997) and analysis may account for 
the differences in social structure observed here. Two aspects of Schneider's (1999) methods 
of data collection and analysis differ from mine. A further characteristic of his analysed data 
brings into question the existence of a matrifocal society. 
1. Sampling method: Schneider studied associations on the group level, rather than the 
subgroup level (see Methods, this chapter). Although animals in different subgroups 
within a group will probably be in acoustic contact with each other, the subgroups have 
"chosen" to split up into their respective compositions. The subgroup then, rather than 
the group, seems likely to be the more biologically significant of the two. Males and 
females often travel in different subgroups adjacent to each other. Focussing on the 
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whole group would explain the high degree of mixing observed among males and 
females in Schneider's (1999) study. Comparatively, my study of subgroups showed 
general separation of sexes. 
2. Method of drawing "sausage shapes": Schneider's method of drawing "sausage shapes" 
differed from Morgan et al. (1976) in that a cluster was drawn around all individuals 
connected by at least one association on the appropriate level, rather than at least two 
associations. I believe that this over-represents the associations among animals. It shows 
inter-individual interactions where perhaps animals are only connected by "chain" links 
(e.g. Dolphin A does not directly associate with Dolphin C but is shown to be in the 
same cluster because Dolphin B associates with both Dolphins A and C.). This may be 
the reason females appeared to be related in clusters, rather than more loosely associated 
together in a network of "chain" links, as I have found. It may also explain why males 
and females seem to be more closely associated together from 1994 to 1997, rather than 
generally separated by sex, as was observed in 1999. 
3. Two animals of unknown sex that were often in the main cluster and that were closely 
associated with the "central female" in one season are now known to be males. This 
shows again that males and females were often found together from 1994 to 1997, and 
that not only females were found in the "centre." 
Different methods of sampling and analysis have thrown new light on the social structure of 
dolphins in Doubtful Sound. Differences in sampling method have been shown here to have 
a fundamental influence on interpretation of the social system, as Rossbach (1997) has 
suggested. In contrast to the matrifocal structure that Schneider ( 1999) observed, it is 
possible that the society is organised similarly to populations in Sarasota Bay and Shark 
Bay, with general separation of sexes. 
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Chapter 4. Behaviour 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Alone, individuals' associations cannot fully describe the social structure of a group of 
animals (Wrangham and Rubenstein 1986). Their behaviour on a temporal scale is another 
important key to understanding the system fully. Two approaches to studying the behaviour 
of highly social animals such as dolphins are 1) exploring how their behaviour changes on a 
daily and seasonal basis and 2) examining how individual behaviours are related to one 
another. 
Studies of the behaviour state of groups can indicate behavioural time budgets throughout 
the day (e.g. Saayman et al. 1973, Wtirsig and Wtirsig 1979, Shane 1990) and show changes 
in predominant behaviour over seasons (e.g. Shane 1990, Schneider 1999). Other factors can 
then be linked to diurnal and seasonal changes in behaviour. For example, particular 
foraging behaviours increase in winter concomitant with major migrations of a prey species 
(Shane 1977, Shane and Schmidly 1978). In dolphins which have a gestation period of 
approximately one year, socialising associated with mating often peaks in the summer, 
.corresponding with a peak in breeding (e.g. Shane and Schmidly 1978, Schneider 1999). 
A potential problem with studying behaviour states is that the divisions between them are 
often arbitrary rather than empirical (Marler and Hamilton 1966). This can lead to different 
interpretations by different researchers and hence vastly differing portrayals of behaviour. 
To circumvent this problem, rigorous sampling methods should be used. To complement 
empirical studies of behaviour state and to minimise observer bias, studies of objectively-
defined behavioural events should be conducted as well. 
Until recently, most cetacean researchers did not utilise a defined set of behavioural 
sampling techniques and recorded behaviour almost haphazardly. Because of this, they were 
unable to analyse their data statistically for durations or rates of behaviours. Rigorous 
sampling techniques to examine behaviour have been used for years on primates (Altmann 
1965, Symington 1988), birds (Delius 1969, Slater and Ollason 1972, Baker 1973), and even 
insects (Heiligenberg 1973). Only recently have they been brought into use to study 
cetaceans. Few studies of cetacean behaviour have empirically examined individual 
behaviours (Table 4.1 ). 
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Table 4.1. Studies of individual behaviours of cetaceans that used rigorous recording and 
sampling techniques. If a location is listed, the study was on free-ranging animals. Double 
asterisks (**) mark studies that examine the "full" repertoire of dolphin behaviour. 
Primary Sampling Cetacean Location Aspect of Behaviour Reference 
Method Studied 
continuous focal bottlenose South Africa courtship and precopulatory Saayman et al. 
group dolphins behaviours 1973 
ad libitum bottlenose captive courtship and mating Puente and 
dolphins behaviours Dewsbury 
1976 
continuous focal bottlenose Golfo San Jose, five aerial behaviours Wiirsig and 
group dolphins Argentina Wiirsig 1979 
continuous focal bottlenose captive aggressive and sexual Ostman 1991 
animal dolphins behaviour 
continuous focal Hector's New Zealand **categorisation of Slooten 1994 
group dolphins behaviour via sequence 
analysis 
instantaneous bottlenose captive controlled vs. not- Samuels and 
focal animal dolphins controlled swims in Swim- Spradlin 1995 
With-Dolphin programs 
ad libitum bottlenose Shark Bay, male vocalisations made Connor and 
dolphins Australia during consortship with a Smolker 1996 
female 
focal animal bottlenose Shark Bay, male herding of females Connor et al. 
dolphins Australia 1996 
3 min. focal beluga captive bubbleblow behaviour Delfourand 
animal whales Aulagnier 
1997 
continuous focal bottlenose captive dominance relationships Samuels and 
animal dolphins Gifford 1997 
continuous or bottlenose Shark Bay, allomatemal care and Mann and 
instantaneous dolphins Australia mother-infant separations Smuts 1998 
recording of focal 
animal 
scan sampling of bottlenose Isla del Coco, aerial behaviours associated Acevedo-
focal group dolphins Costa Rica with foraging Gutierrez 1999 
continuous focal bottlenose Doubtful Sound, **sequence analysis of Schneider 
group dolphins New Zealand individual behaviours 1999 
.. ~ 
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Individual behavioural events are the basic units of interaction. Studies of the transitions 
between behaviours are essential to understanding the behavioural and reproductive 
organisation of animals (Mann 1999a). By examining which behaviours most often follow 
which others we gain insight into what the actual behaviours mean, and the context in which 
they occur. 
Behaviours are typically recorded from two types of "subjects." The first subject is a group 
of interacting animals, and behaviour is recorded regardless of which individual performs it 
(Altmann 1974, Martin and Bateson 1986, Lehner 1992, Mann 1999a). The second type of 
subject is a single animal, and a continuous record of its behaviour is obtained (Altmann 
1974, Martin and Bateson 1986, Lehner 1992, Mann 1999a). Keeping track of one 
individual in the wild can be extremely difficult, which explains why focal animal sampling 
is used so infrequently in studies of cetacean behaviour, especially in the wild (Table 4.1; 
Mann 1999a). 
Studying individual behavioural events can provide an additional benefit of objectively 
defining behaviour states (Slooten 1994, Schneider 1999). Behaviour states can then be 
defined "from the ground up," after having identified the specific contexts in which 
individual behaviours are usually seen (e.g. Slooten 1994, Schneider 1999). 
Schneider (1999) studied the behavioural events of "focal groups"; aggregations of at least 
two dolphins that were engaged in the same behaviour state. Mann (1999a) has argued that 
the individual is the "natural unit of analysis" for behaviour. In accordance with this, I have 
gone one step further to increasing detail of behavioural observation and here examine the 
behaviour of individual dolphins. 
This chapter examines behaviour of the Doubtful Sound population from three different 
perspectives. Firstly, group behaviour state is measured via scan sampling (Hutt and Hutt 
1970). To obtain a more detailed description of behaviour, continuous focal animal sampling 
was then used to record objectively-defined behavioural events (Altmann 1974, Martin and 
Bateson 1986). This method of data collection also allows direct comparison with 
Schneider's ( 1999) work on focal groups. Finally, calf behaviour was examined using 
continuous focal animal sampling. It is hoped that these various approaches will complement 
each other to help explain the daily and seasonal lives of bottlenose dolphins. 
.. . 
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4.2 METHODS 
4.2.1 Behaviour States 
On every half hour of contact with a subgroup of dolphins their behaviour state was recorded 
using scan sampling (Mann 1999a). Behaviour was scored on the activity state of >50% of 
the group. This method gives an estimate of predominant activity sampling (Hutt and Hutt 
1970, Mann 1999a). Five behaviour states were identified (following Schneider 1999). 
1. Long-diving-dolphins mill in one location for more than 10 minutes; long dives 
(approximately six minutes) are separated by breathing bouts at the surface of 
approximately six breaths at 10 second intervals; long dives are often preceded by 
tailstock dives (tsd; see Table 4.1) and concluded with dolphins "bursting" to the surface 
for their first breath of the bout (Note: this description is different from Schneider 
(1999)). This behaviour probably represents feeding at depth. 
2. Resting-dolphins move steadily in one direction but speed is drastically reduced to boat 
idle revs or less than idle revs; calm surfaces with little to no additional behaviour 
3. Milling-non-directional movement at the surface with individual dolphins moving in 
various directions 
4. Socialising-many aerial behaviours (e.g. headbutt (hb), horizontal jump (hj), vertical 
jump (vj); see Table 4.1); physical contact between some or all subgroup members 
5. Travelling-dolphins move steadily in one direction, usually along wall of the fiord (see 
Figure 3.1) 
All times were converted to New Zealand Standard Time (NZST). To simplify graphical 
representation, observations on the hour and half-hour were combined, e.g. observations at 
0700 and 0730 hours were combined and are represented as 0700 hours on figures. In order 
to look at change in behaviour state throughout the day, each behaviour was calculated as a 
proportion of the total observations for that time period. Data were divided into four seasons 
( see Chapter 3). 
On the assumption that long-diving represented feeding, and to graphically represent these 
"feeding" times in relation to a biologically significant marker, all observations of long-
diving were standardised to the time of sunrise or sunset on the day they were observed. The 
time 1251 h was chosen as the dividing point between morning and afternoon, since it is 
approximately the middle of the day on both the longest and shortest days of the year. Long-
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diving observations after 1251 h were subtracted from sunset times. Sunrise times were 
subtracted from long-diving observations before 1251 h. Significance of long-diving close to 
sunrise and sunset times was tested with a 2*5 G-test of goodness of fit, with William's 
correction (Sokal and Rohlf 1981). A 2*5 G-test of goodness of fit was used to identify any 
significant differences between the number of long-dives during five separate hours after 
sunrise, and five separate hours before sunris,e. 
4.2.2 Individual Behavioural Events 
To examine behaviour on a finer level, behavioural events of individually identified dolphins 
were examined. Continuous follows on a focal animal (Altmann 1974, Martin and Bateson 
1986, Lehner 1992, Mann 1999a) were conducted. 
Thirty-one dolphins, including six young-of-the-year ( < 1 year old) calves, were used as 
focal animals. These animals had distinctive dorsal fins that were easily identifiable by nicks 
or shape of the fin. Choice of focal animal was haphazard insofar as I conducted a focal 
follow on the first animal I came across in the morning. Follows lasted a maximum of one 
hour but sometimes had to be stopped early because the dolphin was lost or because other 
boats approached the group being followed, potentially changing their behaviour. When a 
follow ended, a new follow was begun on another focal animal in the group, or a new group 
was found and a follow conducted on an animal in that group. 
The occurrence and timing of 26 behavioural events (Table 4.2) were recorded into a 
dictaphone. Behaviour state of the subgroup was noted at the start of the follow and 
whenever behaviour state changed during a follow. Behavioural events studied are mostly 
surface and above-surface (aerial) behaviours since the humic acids in the water often 
obscured vision below the surface. 
Behaviour occurs as a sequence of events in time. On the assumption that behaviours that 
occur close together in time are related in meaning or in motivation, sequence analysis 
simply scores how many times behavioural events follow each other within a certain time 
window. Transitions between behaviours were analysed with sequence analysis in a 
technique similar to that of Slooten (1994) and Schneider (1999). This method was chosen 
so as to allow direct comparison with Schneider's (1999) results on behavioural acts of focal 
groups in Doubtful Sound. No additional analyses were conducted as sample size was 
relatively small. Recordings from all individuals were combined for analysis because I 
assumed that transitions between behaviours would occur similarly regardless of the 
individual. 
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Description of Behaviour 
Active surface-rapid surface with spray; most of back is visible during 
surface; pressure wave is noticeable 
Bubble blow-forceful exhalation of air under water or just under surface; 
stream of bubbles sometimes visible 
Body contact-gentle touching between two or more individuals 
Back flop-jump or partial jump landed on the back 
Chuff-forceful exhalation of air above the surface 
Belly present-brief presentation of ventral surface to another dolphin 
Change direction-more than 45° change in direction of travel 
Chase-high-speed follow of another individual or of small fish 
Defecate 
Eyeout--dolphin raises one eye above the water surface 
Fart blow-noisy exhalation of air above the surface 
Headbutt-two dolphins jump simultaneously and hit heads together in the 
air; often one dolphin is doing a 'vj' or 'toj' while the other does a 'bf 
Headbutt missed-same as 'hb' but no visible or audible contact of bodies 
Horizontal jump-jump in which dolphin clears the water, keeps body in 
horizontal position and re-enters the water head-first 
Lobtail-forceful slapping of tail flukes on water surface 
Side flop-jump or partial jump landed on the side 
Sharking-swimming just beneath the surface with dorsal fin above the 
surface 
Snaggling-floating stationary on the surface for brief periods of time 
(approximately 5-10 seconds) 
Spyhop--dolphin stands vertically with body partially out of the water 
Tailout-tail flukes lifted clear of water 
Tailout dive-tail flukes lifted clear of water just prior to a dive 
Tailout jump-jump with tail flukes lifted clear of the water 
Tailstock dive-tailstock clears the water just prior to a dive 
Twisted surface--dolphin twists around its longitudinal axis as it surfaces 
Upside down swimming-swimming with ventral side oriented upwards 
Vertical jump-jump in which dolphin leaps straight up, pivots and re-
enters water head-first in.a vertical position 
.. ,
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An Excel macro program written by K. Schneider was used to analyse behavioural 
transitions. Only first order, or two-event transitions were used, meaning that only the 
behaviour directly following was scored (Bakeman and Gottman 1997). Repetition of a 
behaviour was excluded from the analysis so that highly repetitive behaviours were not over-
sampled (Castellan 1979, Schneider 1999). I was also only interested in the interactions 
between different behaviours. 
A "moving time-window" was used to define the length of time over which two behaviours 
must occur in order to be considered "related" (Bakeman and Gottman 1997). Time-
windows of lengths 10, 15, 30, 60, 90, and 120 seconds were experimented with. The aim 
was to see if, as in Schneider (1999), 30 seconds provided the best compromise between 
maximum amount of data and biological significance of behavioural events (Slater 1973). If 
the time-window is too short, not enough behaviours will be analysed to give statistical 
robustness, but if the time-window is too long there may no longer be any meaningful 
connection between the behaviours (Slater 1973). 
Z scores are used to indicate the strength of association between each pair of behavioural 
events. They were calculated by dividing the difference between the observed and expected 
frequencies of each transition by the estimated standard deviation for the difference between 
observed and expected (Alison and Liker 1982, Bakeman and Gottman 1986, Slooten 1994). 





x = observed frequency of a transition pair, 
N = total number of transitions observed, 
P = expected frequency of that transition pair, and 
Q = 1-P, the expected frequency that the transition pair will not occur. 
The z score relates directly to the normal distribution, hence a value greater than the absolute 
value of ± 1.96 indicates that the transition between behavioural events occurs more often 
than it would by chance at the 0.05 significance level (Bakeman and Gottman 1986, 1997). 
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Siegel scores were also calculated for each pair of behavioural events. The Siegel score takes 
into consideration the sample size of the transitions between two events (Siegel 1956, 
Bakeman and Gottman 1986). The formula is: 
Siegel score= NPQ 
where N, P and Q are as above. Transitions with Siegel scores > 9 .0 were considered to have 
enough samples to be included in the analysis (Siegel 1956, Bakeman and Gottman 1986). 
State transition diagrams (Bakeman and Gottman 1997) were constructed by hand to show 
all behaviours with significant z scores and significant Siegel scores. Each behaviour 
transition (e.g. A-B) will have two z scores (one for AOB and one for BOA), although one of 
the z scores can be zero if the transition never occurred in that order. Two versions of the 
diagrams were constructed. In the first, the average of the two z scores is used to show 
connections between behaviours. In the second, z scores for each "direction" of transition are 
shown, allowing a higher level of detail (Schneider 1999). 
4.2.3 Calf Behaviour 
Continuous focal follows (Mann 1999a) were conducted on young-of-the-year calves. The 
following four behaviour states were recorded into a handheld dictaphone: 
1. Play-calf reciprocally chasing or displaying with another calf (Mann and Smuts 1999) 
2. With Mother-(Abbreviated: W /Mother) calf within 2 m of mother; generally calf swims 
next to mother and surfaces within seconds of her 
3. Alone-calf further than 2 m from any other dolphin; may be travelling or "playing" on 
its own 
4. With Another Dolphin-(Abbreviated: W/Another) calf within 2 m of a dolphin which is 
not its mother; often involved in "play" together 
Only bouts for which both the onset and cessation of a behaviour state were observed were 
used for analysis of bout length. 
In order to examine the amount of time spent in each behaviour, minutes were converted to 
proportions and log-transformed. To do this, observations were divided into two-hour 
intervals. Proportions in each behaviour state for each two-hour interval were calculated as: 
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number of minutes observed in behaviour state (a) 
p(behaviour state (a)) = 120 min 
These proportions were then log-transformed using the formula: 
y=ln(_E_J 
1-p 
A weighted ANOV A was performed in Datadesk 5.0.1 in which the logged proportions were 
weighted by total number of minutes the calf was observed in those two hours. Statistics 
calculated by Minitab 8.2 were used to calculate confidence intervals. 
95% confidence interval= logged mean± (logged SE)(t-value) 
Means and upper and lower confidence intervals were then back-transformed using the 
formula: 
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4.3 RESULTS 
4.3.1 Behaviour States 
A total of 719 half-hourly observations were made on 82 days from January to November 
1999. Effort was concentrated between 0800 h and 1600 h (Figure 4.1). Results are 
presented for all hours of the day to show possible trends in early mornings and evenings. 
However, conclusions about behaviour during these times of day must be viewed with 
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Figure 4.1. Number of observations of behaviour state at each half hour throughout the day 
(n = 719). Hour and half-hourly observations have been combined. 
,' 
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Overall, travelling was the predominant behaviour state (62.7% of observations; Figure 4.2). 
Long-diving was observed very rarely (2.1 %; Figure 4.2). Remaining behaviour was divided 







Figure 4.2. Overall observed subgroup behaviour in 1999 (n = 719). 
Graphing behaviour state by season shows some interesting trends. Long-diving was 
observed primarily in winter (Figure 4.3). Resting was seen most in spring (Figure 4.3). 























Figure 4.3. Total observations of each behaviour state seen in each season. Graphed are 
proportions of behaviour state for each season. Sample sizes are given in parentheses. 
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Long-diving was observed most often in the morning (G = 5.18, ldf, p. = 0.023, 2*2 G-test 
goodness of fit with William's correction; Sokal and Rohlf 1981; Figures 4.4a and b). There 
is no trend between long-diving and time of sunrise (G = 2.32, 4df, p. > 0.10, 2*5 G-test of · 
goodness of fit with William's correction; Sokal and Rohlf 1981), or between long-diving 
and time of sunset (G = 1.40, 4df, p. > 0.10, 2*5 G-test of goodness of fit with William's 
correction; Sokal and Rohlf 1981 ). 
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Several trends are apparent in seasonal observations throughout the day. Long-diving occurs 
primarily in early morning and late afternoon (Figures 4.5a-d). Resting peaks from 1000 h to 
1400 h (Figures 4.5a-d). Summer is the only season in which socialising is seen in the 
morning (Figure 4.5a). Dolphins socialise primarily in the late afternoon and evenings in 
summer and autumn, and in the evening in the winter (Figures 4.5a-c). 
.. . 





















Figure 4.5a. Behaviour states in summer 1999. Graphed are proportion of observations for 
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Figure 4.5d. Behaviour states in spring 1999. 
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4.3.2 Individual Behavioural Events 
The majority of behavioural events recorded in focal animal follows were surface behaviours 
(Table 4.3). Several behaviours were primarily seen when dolphins were socialising and 
rarely, if ever, observed in any other behaviour state. These are all aerial behaviours (above 
the surface of the water; bf, hb, hbm, hj, sf, sp, vj; Table 4.3). 
Table 4.3. Individual behavioural events observed during different subgroup behaviour 
states. Proportions are expressed as percentages of each behavioural event observed in each 
behaviour state. See Table 4.2 for definitions. 
Long- Rest Social- Travel 
dive ise 
n= 127 128 212 586 
Aerial as 22.8 3.9 17.5 25.3 
Behaviours bf 0.0 0.0 6.6 0.3 
hb 0.0 0.0 3.8 0.0 
hbm 0.0 0.0 4.2 0.0 
hj 0.0 0.0 5.2 0.0 
sf 0.0 0.0 3.3 1.4 
sp 0.8 0.0 3.3 0.2 
toj 7.1 0.0 3.8 8.0 
VJ 0.0 0.0 1.4 0.2 
Surface bb 0.0 9.4 0.0 2.7 
Behaviours be 0.0 4.7 0.9 0.7 
blow 1.6 6.3 0.9 5.5 
bp 1.6 0.8 0.0 2.4 
cd 31.5. 15.6 9.0 14.8 
ch 2.4 0.0 3.3 0.2 
de 0.0 3.1 0.0 0.3 
eo 0.8 3.1 0.9 1.0 
fb 0.0 5.5 0.0 0.9 
lo 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.4 
sh 3.9 12.5 1.9 4.1 
sn 0.0 9.4 1.4 6.8 
to 0.8 0.8 8.0 2.6 
tod 3.9. 0.0 3.3 2.0 
tsd 8.7 15.6 12.7 15.0 
tws 0.8 5.5 7.1 3.1 
ud 13.4 3.9 1.4 1.2 
A "time-window" of 15 s seemed to be the optimum length to provide the most transitions 
between behaviours while still being as short as possible to retain meaning between the 
.. , 
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behaviours (Figure 4.6a). However, 30 s seemed to be the optimum length when considering 
significant transitions only (Figure 4.6b ). A time-window of 30 s was chosen for subsequent 
analysis for this reason, and had the added benefit of allowing direct comparison of my 
results with those of Schneider (1999). At this length, 410 transitions were analysed, 48 of 
which were significant at the 0.05 significance level via z scores and Siegel scores (Figures 
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Figure 4.6a. Relationship between length of time-window and number of behavioural 
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Figure 4.6b. Relationship between length of time-window and number of significant (as 
defined in text) behavioural transitions analysed by sequence analysis. 
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State transition diagrams show "surface" behaviours connected together ( e.g. tsd, sn, sh; 
Figures 4.7a and b). Aerial behaviours are split into two small groupings (centred around 
backflops (bf) and active surfaces (as)) that are connected to each other and to surface 
behaviours by chasing (ch), sharking (sh) and changes of direction (cd; Figures 4.7a and b). 
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Figure 4.7a. State transition diagram with connections between individual behavioural 
events with a 30 s time-window. Behaviours are connected by the average of the two z 
scores between pairs of behaviours. Strength of z score is indicated by width of connecting 
lines. 
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Figure 4.7b. State transition diagram showing connections between behavioural events 
with a 30 s time-window. Arrows are drawn from preceding to following behaviour with 
both directions of transition indicated (if applicable). Strength of z score is indicated by 
width of connecting lines. 
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4.3.3 Calf Behaviour 
Continuous focal animal follows were made on seven young-of-the-year calves over four 
months in 1999. Calves were observed for a total of 122.3 hours (Table 4.4). 
Table 4.4. Total number of minutes each calf was observed in each month. 
Month 
August Se2tember October November Totals 
BZ 95 303 207 624 1229 
DN16 325 482 1408 2215 
Five 378 240 85 703 
Glob 135 135 
TR88 148 74 48 270 
Wave 456 865 1321 
Whiteti2 256 350 274 584 1464 
Totals 877 1218 1493 3749 7337 
Bout length with mother was, on average, significantly longer than for any other state (Table 
4.5). Maximum bout length was also greatest when calves were with their mothers (305 
min.; Table 4.5). Calves spent long periods of time separated from their mothers (maximum 
bout length= 71 min.), usually involved in play with other calves (Table 4.5). 
Table 4.5. Bout lengths (in minutes) of calf behaviour. 
Calf Behaviour 
Play W/Mother Alone W/Another Total Separated 
from Mother 
Mean 12.2 24.8 8.9 8.1 11.0 
n 104 113 20 8 132 
SE 1.0 5.14 1.76 3.0 0.85 
Max. 71 305 27 28 71 
Min. 1 1 1 2 1 
,' 
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Calves spent a large proportion of time accompanying their mothers (Figure 4.8). Very little 
time was spent alone or with a dolphin that was not the mother (Figure 4.8). The "escort" in 
every case (n = 8) was one of two subadult females, 2 scallops or Ellie. 
Over all four months of observation there was little difference in behaviour state among 
calves (Figure 4.9). There were no trends over the four months of observation when all calf 
observations were combined (Figure 4.9). The only significant change was a decrease in play 























Figure 4.8. Calf behaviour over entire sampling period. Error bars are 95% confidence 
intervals back-transformed from logged proportions. 





















Figure 4.9. Mean proportion of behaviour observed in each month, all calves combined. 
Error bars are 95% confidence intervals back-transformed from logged proportions. 
Calf behaviour changed significantly throughout the day. Calves played more in the morning 
than in the afternoon, and primarily from 0700 h to 0900 h (Figure 4.10a). They rested least 
in the morning and were with their mothers steadily from about 1100 h until at least 1500 h 
(Figure 4.10 b ). There were no significant differences in time spent alone throughout the day 
(Figure 4.10c). Calves spent significantly more time with "escorts" from 0700 h to 0900 h 
than they did at any other time of the day (ANOV A LSD, p. < 0.002; Figure 4.1 Od). 
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Figure 4.lOa-d. Calf behaviour throughout the day. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals 
back-transformed from logged proportions. Identical symbols represent statistical 
significance at the 0.05 level (ANOV A LSD; all significant p. < 0.035). 
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4.4 DISCUSSION 
4.4.1 Behaviour States 
Although bottlenose dolphins' daily activity patterns are variable, some general trends are 
apparent. Bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound fit most of these trends. 
Several studies of wild bottlenose dolphins have found a peak in socialising in summer 
(Shane 1977, Shane and Schmidly 1978, Schneider 1999), as I have. If socialising is 
indicative of mating, as many researchers believe (Tayler and Saayman 1972, Wells 1986), 
this observation fits nicely into the seasonal reproductive cycle of Doubtful Sound dolphins 
(see Chapter 5). 
It is extremely difficult to observe feeding in bottlenose dolphins directly, especially when 
they feed at depth, as dolphins in Doubtful Sound are most likely doing. Long-diving as 
defined here most likely represents feeding at depth. Hanson and Defran (1993) have 
described similar behaviour as feeding in a population of bottlenose dolphins on the 
California coast. They defined feeding as "frequent steep dive entries ["tailstock dives" of 
this study] and movement in variable directions" (Hanson and Defran 1983). For purposes of 
discussion here, it is assumed that long-diving is equivalent to "feeding". Feeding is 
probably not exclusively represented by long-diving. 
"Feeding" was observed very infrequently. The paucity of foraging observations may be due 
in part to the conservative definition of long-diving used here (see Methods, this chapter). It 
is possible that dolphins feed while they travel as well (Schneider 1999). Alternately it may 
show that feeding rarely takes place during the day and that the majority of foraging occurs 
unobserved at night-time. 
Dolphins were observed "feeding" most often in winter (Figure 4.3). This finding 
corresponds with observations of bottlenose dolphins in eastern Texas (Shane 1977, Shane 
and Schmidly 1978, Brager 1993). Dolphins may need more sustenance over the cold winter 
months, or the habits of their prey may change, causing their foraging habits to change 
accordingly (Shane and Schmidly 1978). Bottlenose dolphins in South Africa and Texas also 
feed in early morning and late afternoon (Saayman et al. 1973, Shane 1990), as was 
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observed in Doubtful Sound. However, in Doubtful Sound there was no correlation between 
feeding times and time of sunrise or sunset. 
Resting was observed from about 1000 h to 1400 h, almost on a daily basis. This strong 
pattern has only been observed formerly in spinner dolphins (Stenella longirostris; Norris 
and Dohl 1980) and dusky dolphins (Lagenorhynchus obscurus; Barr and Slooten 1999). 
4.4.2 Individual Behavioural Events 
Only two studies have previously conducted sequence analysis on behavioural events of 
cetaceans. Formerly, other studies primarily interpreted behaviours subjectively. Slooten 
(1994) and Schneider (1999) have objectively described the behaviour of focal groups of 
Hector's dolphins and bottlenose dolphins, respectively. Bottlenose dolphins seem to have a 
very different behavioural structure from Hector's dolphins. Focal group follows and focal 
animal follows in Doubtful Sound have produced similar results regarding behaviour. 
Slooten (1994) found distinct separations of individual behavioural events in Hector's 
dolphins. She defined five behaviour states (feeding, sexual, play, aggressive, aerial) that 
were objectively identified by "key" behavioural events that showed unequivocally what 
behaviour dolphins were involved in (Slooten 1994). For example, "penis out" and 
"copulation" identified the sexual behaviour state, "play with weed" identified play, and 
"eating or chasing fish" identified feeding. Behavioural events were associated more 
strongly within states than between states (Slooten 1994). 
No such clear separation or organisation of behaviour states is seen in bottlenose dolphins. 
Schneider ( 1999) found a separation between surface and aerial behaviours which he 
concluded indicated two general motivational states: low and high activity. Despite the 
presence of "key" behavioural events such as "penis out" and "carrying weed", other events 
were not organised in such a way as to be able to define behaviour states objectively. The 
lack of distinctly defined behaviour states in bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound suggests 
that any particular behavioural event has a wide variety of meanings that change depending 
on context. 
My study on focal animals gives very similar results to Schneider's (1999) study on focal 
groups. All surface behaviours are grouped together in my analysis (Figures 4.7a and b), as 
they were in Schneider's (1999). Aerial behaviours, however, are separated into two 
groupings (Figures 4.7a and b). These groupings are connected to each other and to surface 
behaviours by chasing. Schneider ( 1999) also found that chasing linked surface and aerial 
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behaviours. Chasing was observed in two different contexts in Doubtful Sound. In the first, 
dolphins chased other dolphins, a social or possibly aggressive (Slooten 1994) activity 
involving active surfaces at high speed and thereby related to the aerial behaviours. In the 
second, dolphins chased small fish at the surface, sharking, swimming upside-down and 
changing direction many times in pursuit (probably similar to the "snack foraging" of Mann 
and Smuts (1999)). These two very different activities linked surface and aerial behaviours. 
Although I had a relatively small sample size, the correspondence between my study and 
Schneider's (1999) indicates that focal animal and focal group follows may indeed be 
complementary, as Schneider suggested. My sample size was small because it was very 
difficult to keep track of one dolphin for an extended period of time. Aerial behaviours were 
the most difficult to track, especially when several dolphins were interacting together. 
Following a focal group is far more practical in this situation, when it does not matter which 
individual is performing a particular behaviour. However, a potential problem is that all 
animals within the focal group may not share the same motivational state and therefore 
behaviours recorded may not be fundamentally related. Focal animal following takes care of 
this problem. However, because of the difficulties of keeping track of one individual, sample 
size for focal animal follows is necessarily smaller per effort than focal group following, as I 
have shown. 
4.4.3 Calf Behaviour 
A recent flurry of papers on bottlenose dolphin calves, primarily in Shark Bay, Australia, has 
helped elucidate their behavioural development. All relevant studies on bottlenose dolphin 
calves have so far found an increase in independence with age (Mann 1997, Mann and 
Smuts 1998, Gubbins et al. 1999, Mann and Smuts 1999), which seems to stabilise after the 
calves are several months old (Gubbins et al. 1999). In Shark Bay, Australia, calves were 
away from their mothers for more often and for longer periods of time in their second month 
of life than in their first (Mann and Smuts 1999). The probability that captive calves would 
be with their mothers decreased with age and stabilised at about 50% when calves were 9-10 
months old (Gubbins et al. 1999). The fact that there were few differences in behaviour from 
August to November (Figure 4.9), when calves were eight to 10 months old, suggests that 
the activity level of calves in Doubtful Sound had leveled out by this time. 
Research via various sampling methods supports observations about daily calf behaviour. 
Adults "feed" most often in the early morning (group behaviour state), leaving their young 
calves at the surface (focal follows on calves). It is during this time that calves are most 
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likely to be accompanied by other calves or female subadults (focal follows on calves). 
Examination of associations has concomitantly shown that these subadults are highly 
associated with calves (see Chapter 3). Additionally, calves are with their mothers most 
often in the afternoon (focal follows on calves), probably resting while their mothers do the 
same (group behaviour state). 
Calves were only accompanied by other calves or by subadult females. Both Ellie and 2 
scallops, the subadult escorts, have not yet had their own calves. Similarly, in Shark Bay, 
inexperienced females were more likely to escort calves (Mann and Smuts 1998). This 
supports the "learning to parent" hypothesis in which subadult females gain parenting 
experience by accompanying other females' calves (Mann and Smuts 1998). Since the 
subadult and calf were almost always seen together "playing," it may also simply show the 
playful natures of both calves and subadults. 
Calves in Shark Bay and Doubtful Sound play ("socialise" of Mann and Smuts (1999)) for 
similar amounts of time. Calves in Shark Bay spend much more time alone (Mann and 
Smuts 1998) than do calves in Doubtful Sound. There are at least two possible explanations 
for this. Firstly, mother-calf pairs spend much more time by themselves in Shark Bay 
(average of 44.4%; Mann and Smuts 1999), possibly because the environment is much more 
open than in Doubtful Sound. This solitary nature has the effect of reducing the potential 
number of associates available at any one time. Secondly, there were a total of fifteen calves 
in Doubtful Sound in 1999, a phenomenal number of playmates, compared with an 
approximate birth rate of two calves per year in Shark Bay (Mann and Smuts 1999). This 
situation would also reduce the number of potential associates for calves in Shark Bay. 
Calves in both locations are separated from their mothers for similar percentages of time, but 
for longer periods in Doubtful Sound. Again, this discrepancy could be attributed to the 
amount of time mother and calf spend alone in Shark Bay and the temptation of so many 
playmates in Doubtful Sound. 
4.4.4 Summary 
Bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound are similar to bottlenose dolphins elsewhere in that 
they socialise primarily in summer and are observed feeding most often in winter. Feeding 
seems to occur in the early morning and late afternoon, but is not related to sunrise or sunset 
times. Resting occurs predominantly from 1000 h to 1400 h, a distinct daily pattern that has 
not been observed in other bottlenose dolphin populations. 
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Bottlenose dolphins seem to have a very different behavioural structure than Hector's 
dolphins. Bottlenose dolphins' behaviour may be broadly divided into surface and aerial 
behaviours, but there are no obvious separations into distinct behaviour states, as is seen for 
Hector's dolphins (Slooten 1994). This indicates that behavioural events of bottlenose 
dolphins, at least in Doubtful Sou_nd, have several meanings that depend on the context in 
which they are performed. Although there are advantages and disadvantages to both focal 
animal and focal group follows, the two sampling methods seem to be complementary. 
Calf play behaviour in Doubtful Sound seems to have stabilised by at least their eighth 
month of life. Calves usually rest with their mothers during the middle of the day. While 
mothers feed in the morning their young are accompanied by other calves or by a subadult 
female. Calves in Doubtful Sound spend similar amounts of time playing and separated from 
their mothers as do calves in Shark Bay (Mann and Smuts 1999). However, they separate 
from their mothers for much longer and, while separated, are alone much less than calves in 
Shark Bay (Mann and Smuts 1999). The difference in environments and in the number of 
playmates available may help explain these differences between populations. 
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Chapter 5. Birth Demographics1 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Few demographic parameters are known for unexploited populations of cetaceans in the 
wild. Although the bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) is the most extensively studied 
cetacean, most demographic data have come from captive animals (e.g. McBride and 
Kritzler 1951, Tavolga and Essapian 1957, Urian et al. 1996) or those under pressure from 
fisheries (e.g. Felix 1994, van Waerebeek et al. 1997). 
The population in Doubtful Sound presents a unique opportunity for study as the ca. 66 
individuals are resident in Doubtful Sound year-round (Schneider 1999) and all adult 
individuals are identifiable by natural markings. Because only cray-fishing (Jasus edwardsii; 
caught with traps) and recreational line fishing occur there (Guardians of Fiordland's 
Fisheries 1999), there appears to be no incidental mortality of dolphins associated with 
fishing. 
Studies on bottlenose dolphin demographics have been concentrated in tropical latitudes 
(Wells and Scott 1990, Read et al. 1993, Urian et al. 1996). Again, the population in 
Doubtful Sound presents an interesting case for study as they live at the southern extreme of 
the species' range (Klinowska 1991). This study documents the birth demographics observed 
over five years of intensive study. 
1 Haase, P. and K. Schneider, submitted for publication in New Zealand Journal of Marine and Freshwater ~ 
' Research. 
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5.2 METHODS 
Observations were made in the field from 1994 to 1999, inclusive, excluding 1998. Surveys 
were carried out in a 4.8 m aluminium-hulled boat with a 45 HP 4-stroke outboard engine. A 
set course was travelled in Doubtful Sound until dolphins were encountered (for details see 
Schneider 1999). Photography and digital video were used to identify individual dolphins 
from natural markings on their dorsal fins (Williams et al. 1993, Schneider 1999). The 
population size for 1995 to 1997 was estimated using the Chapman mark-recapture model 
(Seber 1982) for animals at least three years old. The mean and log-normal 95% confidence 
intervals of the Chapman estimate for each summer (1994/95 referred to as 1995, 1995/96 
referred to as 1996, etc.) are used to calculate birth rates, as we conservatively assumed the 
population to be closed only in each season. No estimate was available for 1994 so we 
assumed the 1995 population size. After the fourth month of field work in 1999 the 
discovery curve for the population remained constant, so all individuals were considered 
identified. Therefore an exact population size was used for 1999. 
Newborn calves were identified by the presence of fetal folds, the lines from which last until 
approximately eight months on calves in our study area (pers. obs.). All calves were 
observed within a month of their birth. Mothers were identified via close and constant 
association with a calf. One dead calf was directly observed. Other deaths were inferred 
from the abrupt disappearance of the calf within the first three years of its life. This inference 
was made because calves are closely associated with their mothers for 3-6 years (Read et al. 
1993). Surface water temperatures were taken year-round in various locations around 
Doubtful Sound from 1994 to 1997 (Schneider 1999) and averaged monthly for the entire 
period. 
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5.3 RESULTS 
Between 1994-1999 we spent 449 days conducting surveys on Doubtful Sound (Table 5.1). 
Dolphins were found on 444 (98.9%) of these. Effort was concentrated in the summer/early 
autumn from December to April (55.2% of sampling days). 
Table 5.1. Field effort in days for each month of the study. 
Month 
Year Jan Feb Mar A2r May Jun Jul Aug Se2 Oct Nov Dec Totals 
1994 7 6 19 32 
1995 16 15 14 3 10 13 7 9 15 18 13 133 
1996 9 7 6 14 6 6 8 4 8 14 13 95 
1997 14 14 11 13 11 3 10 76 
1998 6 6 
1999 18 17 15 11 7 5 6 8 6 5 9 107 
Totals 57 56 46 41 24 18 35 23 19 35 47 51 449 
Fifteen births were known to occur between 1994 and 1997 (Figure 5.1). For the period 
1995-1997 birth rate averaged 5.6% (number of observed births divided by total population 
estimate; Figure 5.1). Birth rate in 1999 was more than twice this average, at 13.8% (Table 
5.2). It should be noted that these birth and death rates are necessarily conservative since 
despite high field effort, we almost certainly missed some stillbirths and deaths of young 
calves. Calving was strongly seasonal; excluding the three stillbirths, 16 of the remaining 18 
births occurred in a short summer season from December to February, with one birth each in 
March and April (Figure 5.2). Seasonality of births is very similar in shape to the plot of 
mean water temperatures; both maximum values occur in January (Figure 5.2). 
Table 5.2. Population estimate with 95% log-normal confidence intervals (rounded to 
nearest whole number), total births and birth rate (with 95% Cls) for each year of the study. 
*Population size considered exact as the discovery curve remained constant after four 
months of field work in 1999 and all animals were considered identified. 
Year 
1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
Pop. Estimate 69 69 66 66 NIA 65* 
(±95% Cls) (±1) (±1) (±1) (±0) NIA NIA 
Total Births 3 4 5 3 NIA 9 
Birth Rate(%) 4.4 5.8 7.6 4.6 NIA 13.8 
(±95% Cls) (±0.063) (±0.084) (±0.092) NIA NIA NIA 
.... 





Ave. birth rate/yr ('94-'97): 5.6% 
Birth rate ('99): 13.8% 
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• Live births 
§ Stillborn births 
* Total births/yr 
Figure 5.1. "Observed" number of births in Doubtful Sound, 1994-1999. Asterisks represent 
total observed births per year. 
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Figure 5.2. Total number of viable births (1994-1999) and monthly surface water 
temperature (1994-1997) in Doubtful Sound. 
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Extensive photo- and video-identification of individuals in this population has been 
conducted in three episodes; from 1990-1992 (Williams et al. 1993 ), from 1994-1997 
(Schneider 1999) and from 1999 (present study). Hence we are able to identify mothers 
individually, and investigate their reproductive histories. Five of the nine mothers calving in 
1999 had no known previous reproductive experience. This implies that the peak in births in 
this year may have been due to several females reaching reproductive maturity in the same 
season. 
Average calving interval was three years (SD= 1.15) with a range of 2-5 years (Figure 5.3). 
All three of the two-year intervals and one of the three-year intervals were from females that 
lost their calf before it was one year old. If the calf lived for more than one year, calving 
interval increased to three to five years. Furthermore, all four mothers that lost a calf (for 
which we know the date of the calf s death) conceived the season immediately following the 
death of the calf. The nine calves born in the 1999 summer were all still alive in April 2000. 
Of the remaining live births, 80.0% (n = 12) survived their first year, and 66.7% (n = 10) 








D Calflived >1 yr 
• Calf died before year 1 
I 
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Interval Between Births (yrs~ 
Figure 5.3. Calving interval for mothers whose calves died before they were one year old 
and for those whose calves lived more than one year. 
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5.4 DISCUSSION 
There have been few studies of the seasonality of births in the wild (Urian et al. 1996). 
Bottlenose dolphins off Natal, on the southeast coast of southern Africa, and in Sarasota, 
Florida, USA, give birth year-round with a peak in late spring (for the distribution of births, 
see Cockcroft and Ross 1990, Urian et al. 1996). Births in the Indian River Lagoon, Florida, 
are also year-round but have bimodal peaks in early spring and late summer (Urian et al. 
1996). Along the Texas coast births seem to be concentrated over three months in early 
spring but do not correlate directly with water temperature (see Urian et al. 1996). These 
four locations are between 27 and 29° latitude. Barlow ( 1984) has noted that in dolphins and 
porpoises the trend for reproductive seasonality is most evident in temperate and subarctic 
species. This trend is strongly supported here, as the maximum period over which births 
occur in Doubtful Sound (45° S latitude) was five months. This is much shorter than the 
typical 10-12 month period for tropical populations listed above. Wilson (1995) observed 
births only over six months (June to November) in Moray Firth, Scotland, another temperate 
location (approximately 59° N latitude). High seasonality in the Doubtful Sound and Moray 
Firth populations may be due, directly and indirectly, to water temperature. Giving birth in 
summer may help the thinly insulated calves avoid thermal stress (Ridgway 1972). Also, the 
water temperature could trigger changes in available prey within the fiord (Boyd 1991). As 
pregnant and lactating mothers need the most nutrition (Urian et al. 1996), it is reasonable to 
expect that the timing of births will coincide with the availability of food resources (Bowyer 
1991, Karczmarski 1999). 
Standard population ecology suggests that populations under pressure from direct or 
incidental take will increase their reproductive rate (Perrin and Henderson 1984). Since 
dolphins in Doubtful Sound are under no such pressures, their reproductive rate might be 
expected to be lower than that for exploited populations. However, there seems to be no 
significant difference among exploited and non-exploited populations worldwide, including 
our data (Perrin and Reilly 1984, Cockcroft and Ross 1990, Wells and Scott 1990). Fowler 
(1984) also found no evidence for density dependent reproduction in bottlenose dolphins. In 
addition, no latitudinal trend in birth rate was apparent (Perrin and Reilly 1984, Cockcroft 
and Ross 1990, Wells and Scott 1990). This indicates that wild bottlenose dolphins studied 
thus far worldwide have comparable birth rates, independent of geographic location or 
exploitation status. 
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Nine calves born to a population of 65 individuals in 1999 was more than double the birth 
rate of previous years. The fact that five mothers had no known births previous to this year 
indicates that the high number of births is probably due to several females becoming 
reproductively mature at the same time. Herzing ( 1997) found this same irregular "baby 
boom" in one year out of ten in a population of Atlantic spotted dolphins (Stenella frontalis). 
A high number of births in occasional years may then be a natural cycle for cetaceans, 
reflecting the reproductive maturation of several females in the same season. 
Gestation in bottlenose dolphins lasts 12 months ± 10-14 days (Schroeder 1990) and 
lactation lasts approximately 19 months (Perrin and Reilly 1984 ). Allowing for a resting 
period of approximately five months to accommodate for seasonal breeding in Doubtful 
Sound, an expected calving interval would be three years between births. Cockcroft and 
Ross (1990) concluded the same for bottlenose dolphins off Natal. Our average calving 
interval of three years supports these estimates. However, when the first calf died, mothers 
conceived again in the breeding season immediately following the death in all observed 
cases. As observed for other cetaceans (Perrin and Reilly 1984, Cockcroft and Ross 1990), 
this lowers the mean calving interval. Bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound are therefore 
physiologically capable of giving birth every two years. If the calf survived beyond year one 
the calving interval increased to three to five years, reflecting parental investment by the 
mother. These data may underestimate the actual calving interval in Doubtful Sound due to 
the relatively short duration of our observations and since we missed seventeen months of 
field observations in 1997/1998. However, Read et al. (1993) have observed that bottlenose 
dolphin calves of Sarasota stay with their mothers for 3-6 years, a comparable amount of 
time to what we have observed thus far. 
Wells and Scott (1990) found that 80.3% of bottlenose dolphin calves in the Sarasota 
population survive their first year. Herzing ( 1997) observed a similar survival rate (7 6%) in 
first year Atlantic spotted dolphins in the Bahamas. Our survival rate to age one of 80.0% is 
again comparable to known rates. 
Birth rate, calving interval and mortality rate of calves in bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful 
Sound, Fiordland, are comparable to other bottlenose dolphin populations worldwide. As far 
as we can tell, these parameters seem to be unaffected by latitude and exploitation effects in 
bottlenose dolphins. The period over which females give birth in Doubtful Sound (maximum 
of five months) is much shorter than the year-round calving of bottlenose dolphins in 
tropical environments and seems to be influenced by latitude. 
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Chapter 6. Demographic Parameters in 
an Unexploited Bottlenose Dolphin 
Population: a preliminary analysis 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
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Standard population ecology suggests that populations under pressure from fisheries and 
incidental mortality will increase their reproductive rate to compensate for extra 
anthropogenic losses (Perrin and Henderson 1984). Fowler (1984), however, found no 
evidence for density dependent reproduction in bottlenose dolphins. The population of 
bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound presents an opportunity to examine demographic 
parameters in a population undisturbed by anthropogenic mortality. 
There are few studies of reproductive parameters in unexploited wild bottlenose dolphin. 
Only two of these are based on observations of births and deaths of identifiable individuals 
from a robustly-estimated population size. The first of these is the well-known population in 
Sarasota Bay, Florida (Irvine et al. 1981, Wells and Scott 1990). The second is the similarly 
well-studied population in Shark Bay, Australia (Mann et al. 2000). 
Although the longevity of research in Doubtful Sound (ten years duration in summer 2000) 
is only about half that in Shark Bay and a third of that in Sarasota Bay, the detail of our 
study of known individuals is comparable. Because of this, I am able to discuss evidence 
concerning density dependence in bottlenose dolphins, using preliminary results from this 
population. This chapter presents demographic parameters over the past seven years for 
bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound; an unexploited population of identifiable individuals 
at the southern extent of their worldwide range. 
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6.2 METHODS 
Methods of data collection are the same as those in Chapter 5. D. Lusseau spent an 
additional 36 days in the field from 19 November to 18 December 1999 and from 6 April to 
23 April 2000, and therefore could report births during the summer of 2000. 
Following Schneider (1999), population estimates are based on animals ~ three years old. 
The seventeen month gap between Schneider's (1999) fieldwork and mine means than no 
population estimate is available for 1998. Because the population was essentially stable 
before that year (Schneider 1999), I have assumed that the 1997 population estimate applies 
also to 1998. Population size in 2000 was calculated from the 1999 population size by 
subtracting the number of deaths in 1999 and adding the number of calves that had reached 
age three. 
6.2.1 Births 
Calves were recognised by their small size and the presence of fetal folds or fetal fold marks. 
Crude birth rate was calculated as (Perrin and Reilly 1984): 
d b
. h estimated number of newborn calves 
cru e irt rate=-------------
estimated population size 
6.2.2 Mortality 
A dolphin was categorised as a "known death" only if it was observed dead. This occurred 
very infrequently. There are very few beaches or estuarine areas in Doubtful Sound where a 
dead dolphin might wash up. Therefore dolphins must be found soon after death while they 
" are still floating. Four calves were found in this manner (for detail of adult behaviour 
towards mother-dead calf pair, see Lusseau and Schneider, in prep.). One calf was presumed 
dead because it disappeared abruptly between the ages of one and two years. One seven-year 
old male was found on the floor of the fiord during a SCUBA dive. Minimum mortality rate 
was calculated as (Wells and Scott 1990): 
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. . . number of observed deaths 
mm1mum mortality rate = ----------
estimated population size 
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Because the population is at least semi-closed (see Chapter 3 and Schneider 1999), the 
permanent disappearance of dolphins that had previously been seen regularly was recorded 
as a "loss" (Wells and Scott 1990). Very occasionally from 1994 to 1997 transient dolphins 
joined the Doubtful Sound population for a few days or weeks (Schneider 1999). To avoid 
possible bias, these animals were excluded from the analysis. Both deaths and "losses" were 




. number of deaths+ number of losses 
maximum morta 1ty rate = --------------
estimated population size 
The minimum annual survival rate is then (Wells and Scott 1990): 
minimum annual survival rate= 1- maximum mortality rate 
No deaths or losses were recorded in 1994. This is probably because individuals in the 
population were not known well enough to recognise that they were missing. No mortality 
rates were calculated for 1994 because of this reason. 
All confidence intervals given for rates are calculated via the binomial method given in Zar 
(1996). 
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6.3 RESULTS 
Birth rates are necessarily conservative, since we probably missed some stillborn calves and 
calves that died soon after birth. At least sixteen calves were born between 1994 and 1998. 
Of these, mortality was 18.8% to 25% for the first year of life (Table 6.1). Of those sixteen 
calves, 37.8% died before year two, and a total of 43.5% had died before they reached three 
years old (Table 6.1). 
Table 6.1. Mortality of calves born between 1994 and 1998. A total of sixteen births were 
recorded. Range given in mortality rate "::; one year" is due to uncertainty about the date of 
birth of a calf. 
'Age' at Death 
::; one year 
::; two years 
::; three years 





18.8% or 25.0% 
37.8% 
43.8% 
Average birth rate from 1994 to 2000 was 0.066 ± SD 0.039 (range: 0.032 - 0.14; Table 
6.2). Minimum annual survival rate was 0.92 ± SD 0.055 (range: 0.86 - 0.99; Table 6.2) . 
... 
Table 6.2. Reproductive parameters of dolphins in Doubtful Sound from 1994 to 2000. For births, year 1995 is the summer of 
1994/1995. For deaths, year 1995 is January to December 1995. Population estimates for animals;::: three years old are given with 95% 
log-normal confidence intervals (rounded to nearest whole number; Schneider 1999). Population size considered exact in 1999 (see 
Chapter 3). Population estimate from 1997 is assumed for 1998 (see text). See text for calculation of 2000 population size and for 
equations to calculate rates. Given below each rate is the range between lower and upper 95% binomial confidence intervals. 
/\ Uncertainty as to when calf was born. 
* Eight dolphins were "lost" during the break between studies, between July 1997 and January 1999. 
Year 
1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 Mean SD 
Population 69 69 66 66 66 65 62 
Estimate (± I) (± I) (± I) (± 0) (±0) 
Births Total Births 3 4 5 3 (I)/\ 9 2 4.33 2.50 
Live Births 3 2 4 3 9 2 3.83 2.64 
Birth Rate 0.044 0.058 0.076 0.046 0.14 0.032 0.066 0.039 
(0.009-0.12) (0.016-0.14) (0.025-0.17) (0.009-0.13) (0.065-0.25) (0.004-0.11) 
Deaths Known Deaths 1 2 1 1 1 1.20 0.45 
Losses 7 2 8* 3 5.00 2.94 
Total 1 9 3 9 4 5.20 3.63 
Minimum 0.015 0.030 0.015 0.015 0.016 0.018 0.0068 Mortality Rate (0.0-0.078) (0.004-0.11) (0.0-0.082) (0.0-0.082) (0.0-0.087) 
Maximum 0.015 0.14 0.046 0.14 0.065 0.079 0.055 Mortality Rate (0.0-0.078) (0.064-0.24) (0.009-0.13) (0.064-0.24) (0.018-0.16) 
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6.4 DISCUSSION 
Crude birth rate can be calculated in two ways. The first method is based on the proportion 
of females giving birth in a given time period, and the proportion of mature females present 
in the population at that time (Perrin and Reilly 1984). The second is that used here, the 
estimated number of newborn calves divided by the estimated total population size (Wells 
and Scott 1990). 
Perrin and Reilly (1984) point out that the latter is usually a biased estimate for three 
reasons: 1) calf mortality between birth and census time is not considered, 2) calving may 
take place over several months and therefore some births may occur after the census, and 3) 
mortality of reproductive females is not considered. Since our "census" is on-going year-
round and involves such high field effort, all of these problems are addressed. It is 
acknowledged that birth rates reported here are conservative, since we probably missed some 
stillborn calves and calves that died soon after their birth. However, the large amount of time 
spent in the field is illustrated by the observation of three stillborn calves, an occurrence that 
would have been missed in most studies. The fact that our surveys are carried out year-round 
ensures that we will be more likely to observe "late" births after the peak in calving. Finally, 
because such a high percentage of dolphins are individually identified, our population 
estimate is adjusted for female mortality. This method is therefore suitable for calculating 
crude birth rate in Doubtful Sound. 
The average crude birth rate observed in Doubtful Sound over the past seven years is 
comparable to that found in other bottlenose dolphin populations worldwide. Other estimates 
for populations with little to no anthropogenic mortality range from 0.055 ± 0.0089 (Wells 
and Scott 1990) to 0.096 (Wtirsig 1978). Estimates for exploited populations with some 
incidental mortality are similar (0.043 - 0.065 and 0.077; Cockcroft and Ross 1990 and 
Leatherwood 1977, respectively). Although this is a small sample size, it seems to suggest 
that there is little or no difference between birth rates for exploited and non-exploited 
populations. Additionally, there seems to be no latitudinal trend in birth rate (for a detailed 
discussion of annual birth rates and reproductive seasonality, see Chapter 5). 
· Mortality rates for wild bottlenose dolphins are rare in the literature but correspond to those 
seen here. Hersh et al. (1990) calculated an annual mortality rate of 0.069 - 0.092 (value 
differs depending on population estimate used) for bottlenose dolphins on the east coast of 
Florida, based on observed beachings over eight years. This is an annual survival rate of 0.91 
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to 0.93, similar to that found here. Wells and Scott (1990) calculated a minimum annual 
survival rate of 0.96 ± SD 0.0076, a figure which is slightly greater than, but similar to ours 
(0.92 ± SD 0.055; Table 6.2). As these studies were in the shallow, tropical waters 
surrounding Florida, there seems to be no clear latitudinal or environmental trend in 
mortality rate. A difference may exist in life span, but we do not yet have any estimates for 
this parameter. 
Mortality of calves in Doubtful Sound is strikingly similar to that found in populations 
studied elsewhere. Mortality is highest in calves' first year of life, averaging about 20% of 
births (Table 6.1; Wells and Scott 1990, Mann et al. 2000). In Shark Bay, 38% of non-
provisioned calves (see Smolker et al. 1992 for description of provisioned vs. non-
provisioned) died by year two, a figure very similar to our observations (37.8%; see Table 
6.1). In total, 40% of calves died by year three in Shark Bay, again agreeing closely with our 
findings (43.8%; Table 6.1). 
In summary, birth and death rates of bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound are comparable 
to those observed for other wild populations. Although the number of studies available for 
comparison is small, birth rates do not seem to be density dependent. Likewise, environment 
also seems to have little effect on reproductive parameters. The similarity between birth rates 
and mortality rates, and the fact that all individuals in Doubtful Sound were identified 
suggests that the population is effectively closed to immigration and emigration. Mortality of · 
calves follows an often observed pattern in mammalian populations (Ralls et al. 1987), 
reflecting highest mortality in year one and decreasing mortality as calves age. 
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Chapter 7. General Discussion 
The work presented here illuminates several aspects of the behaviour and biology of 
bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound. It seems they are not so different from their tropical 
counterparts as might be expected. There are several aspects that may be of interest to 
conservation managers. 
Various approaches have shown that the population is effectively separate from other 
bottlenose dolphin populations within Fiordland (Chapters 3 and 6). The primary implication 
of this is that impacts on this population are unlikely to be diluted by immigration and 
emigration. 
Despite extreme differences in environment, the social structure of dolphins in the fiord 
environment of Doubtful Sound appears to be similar to that in Sarasota Bay and Shark Bay, 
two semi-tropical locations (Chapter 3). Although group associations may not reflect a 
separation of males and females, associations on the subgroup level show this division 
clearly. Two characteristics are of particular interest. There appears to be a core group of 
highly associated males in Doubtful Sound that interchange their closest associates over 
periods of months (Chapter 3). Two cases of a close association between a male and female 
during the majority of the breeding season (Chapter 3) do not support the usual promiscuous 
mating system of bottlenose dolphins. These characteristics represent aspects of social 
organisation formerly undescribed in bottlenose dolphin societies. 
Comparing association patterns from this study with those of Schneider ( 1999), on the same 
population just two years previous, shows what a large influence research method has on 
interpretation of results (Chapter 3). Currently it is very difficult, if not impossible, to 
compare studies of association patterns in cetaceans reliably because of the great variety of 
methods used. The most fundamental of these are the sampling method used (e.g. definition 
of a sighting, or group) and the choice of data used for analysis (e.g. which sightings/groups 
to use and minimum number of sightings per dolphin; Rossbach 1997). What is needed is a 
standardised method of recording and analysing associations so that social structures can be 
compared with one another regardless of researcher, location or species. This development 
would benefit ethologists worldwide and give us an unbiased, comparative view of animal 
sociality. 
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The discovery that dolphins rest most often during a defined period from 1000 h to 1400 h 
(Chapter 4) has implications for increasing tourism ventures in Doubtful Sound. In 
Kaikoura, New Zealand, tourist operators voluntarily stay away from dusky dolphins for two 
hours around midday because it has been shown that the dolphins rest primarily during this 
time (Barr and Slooten 1999). In a similar manner, the impact of boats on dolphins in 
Doubtful Sound could be reduced by restricting activity around dolphins during this time. 
Focal animal follows were shown here to be complementary to focal group follows, when 
the study focus is dolphins' entire behavioural repertoire (Schneider 1999; Chapter 4). 
Considering the difficulty in keeping track of one individual in the wild, and the reduced 
data set obtained for that reason, it seems more practical to use focal groups as the study 
subject if a full description of behaviour is desired. It must be kept in mind, however, that 
sampling and recording techniques must be tailored to the particular question being asked 
(Altmann 1974, Mann 1999a). 
After seven years of closely studying this population at the southern extent of their range, we 
can now present preliminary demographic parameters. The fact that these dolphins are under 
no pressure from fisheries or incidental mortality also allows an analysis of natural birth 
rates. For the most part, population parameters seem no different from those of populations 
at different latitudes and under different exploitation pressures (Chapters 5 and 6). The fact 
that birth rate does not seem to be influenced by density dependence has heavy implications 
for conservation. Models of allowable catch of whales and dolphins in whaling or as 
bycatch in fisheries are based on the assumption of increased birth rates in exploited 
populations (Wade 1998). If there is indeed no increase in birth rate with increased 
anthropogenic mortality, our "allowable" catch could be far greater than the population can · 
sustain. The possibility that cetacean populations are not density dependent deserves further 
attention (e.g. Mizroch and York 1984, Kasuya 1991, Chivers and DeMaster 1994). 
Timing of calving seems to be the only parameter markedly affected by latitude. Calving at 
higher latitudes appears to be strongly seasonal in the summer (Wilson 1995; Chapter 5). 
This may relieve cold stress on calves (Ridgway 1992) or make seasonal resources available 
to pregnant and lactating females (Urian et al. 1996, Karczmarski 1999). 
It is essential that research continue on this unique population. Fortunately David Lusseau 
has taken up directly where I left off so there is no gap in continuity. He is taking advantage 
of the relative isolation of Doubtful Sound to examine the effect boats have on dolphins' 
behaviour. He is also continuing studies of associations among individuals to further 
compare the effects of sampling method on results. 
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To get an overall view of bottlenose dolphins in Fiordland, Dave Rundgren will soon be 
studying the interactions among populations in other fiords. The dolphins in Doubtful Sound 
are resident most likely because there are sufficient resources to support them. Dolphins in 
smaller northern fiords probably must travel more in order to find enough food to survive. 
Dave will also help determine how much interaction actually occurs between dolphins of 
Doubtful Sound and those in other fiords. 
Genetic sampling could be the final key to unravelling the degree of interaction among 
bottlenose dolphin populations in Fiordland. Recent sampling techniques are non-invasive 
(Whitehead et al. 1990; F. Pichler, pers. comm.) and a combination of mtDNA and nuclear 
DNA analysis can tell much about the interactions of individuals (Moritz 1994). What are 
the genetic relationships of individuals that are highly associated with each other in Doubtful 
Sound? Do the different populations in Fiordland comprise separate subpopulations? How 
are Fiordland bottlenose dolphins related taxonomically to bottlenose dolphins worldwide? 
Because of the unique attributes of the population of bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound, 
I have been able to reveal a degree of detail not possible in any other study location. As a 
result of my study and others before it, much is now known about these dolphins' behaviour, 
biology and ecology. As the above research recommendations suggest, however, there is still 
much to learn. 
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